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PART I

SOCIAL CHAHGB AHD SOCIAL WORK TRAINING
1/

Section 1,

Introduction

X. social work education - in common with every other branch of educational

activity - presents a number of theoretical as well as practical problem

in every country* and, at any time, the task of those responsible for

training social workers is not an easy one. In every country, there xs

usually some uncertain^ in the answers to such questions ass Whom should

we be training? For what tasks? What should we teach and how best can

it be taught? Under the rapidly changing social conditions of every

African nation today, this uncertainty is even greater and the urgency

to find some answers more pressing than ever,

2. The influences creating social change and the direction, socially, in

which populations are moving will inevitably affect the nature of secxal

work practice, putting new demands upon practitioners, policy makers and

educators alike, They, in turn, by the decisions they make, will inevitably
play a significant part in influencing the changes occurring in the Ixves

of men and women now and in the future. The social work practice whxch

salved the conscience of the Western world severty-five or even forty years

ago is not adequate to meet the demands of a highly dynamic and rapidly

changing society, today. Consequently, changes in training are imperatxve

to keep up with the demands of practice.

"The whole question of training has to be radically ^"
a greater variety of variables and possxbxlxtxes taken into
account and new forms of training ^veloped correspondx^to
new welfare services in social situations which really have

no precedent,'! 2/

1/ A Working Paper prepared by Miss Muriel Cunliffe - Consultant

2/ Reappraisal of the United Hations Social Service Programme -
E/CH.,5/AC.12/L3Add.l (Dr. Eugen Pusic, Unxversxty of Zagreb).
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All of: these changes,: while producing new opportunities for better living

and for advancement and self-realisation also produce tensions wxthxn

families and communities. What are the peculiar features of rapid socxal

change in the countries of Africa, today? How have these toe* evidenced -

in the particular fields of politics, industrialization, economic

development, etc.? In what particular ways has the process of change

affected or influenced African community living, its social organizations

and patterns of local family living? What characteristic problems and

tensions have resulted which call for systematic study, urgent attention

and due solution?

The Role of the Social Worker

6. If these tensions cannot be dealt with constructively so that they

are alleviated, the whole forward movement capable of arising from social

change can be impeded. It will be obvious from the discussion of these

questions that it is the role of social workers to facilitate the forward

movement arising from social change by working on two fronts simultaneously.

First, they enable people to participate fully and effectively in changes

which otherwise might pass them by. Thej help.people take advantage of

new opportunities! they help people adapt to change, finding new ways for .

old roles, and new ways of thinking and behaving in the face of changing

values and customs. This is accomplished by the development of new or

changed community activities and services and by the development of new

institutions .whose functions .will be related to social change. Through

all this the social worker must learn to use himself as an instrument of

change. _ . ..

7, In the second place, social workers, because of their special

knowledge of human behaviour and human needs are required to be in the

forefront of social action, giving direction, purpose and leadership

to the process of social change. This is the work of the social

reformer, to make the influential ae.ctions of the population aware of

needed changes,, urging .^vernments to enact and implement, progressive

legislation/ In addition, knowledge and skill in the field of social -

action requires an understanding of the development of the economic life

of the country and of government institutions.
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8. social develops, which i
is an essential part of National

.eco.es a

raxn social

■** S°Oial «*« operates. Social
in any plan of natio^1 ^ ■ ^

carry . he3vy .esponsi.ilit, ,„ the success of

9. It will te evident that social work which focusses upon people in
thexr social relationships cannot carry alone the tasks confronting

Co^umty or National Bevelopment. The -whole person- of the client i.
in these movements. His physical well being) his intellectual

7nT Uf U answer
of t r !f Pend — ^ 1-1— «*of other professxons and trades working in conjunction with his own to

Meet these needs, ^s, services such as Health, Education, Ho.e Bconocics
Ag-culture, Law, Vocational Training, Labour Unions, have an equally '
sxgnaf1Oant part to play in collaboration with social work in a»y

P^ra^e of national or d0Imiunity develop.ent. U It follows that the

training of social workers must include the development of skills in
working with other grouPs who are also serving the same people of the
community. ■

10. What, then, does this retire of the Social Work Educators in countries
undergoing the rapid change of the African nations? Concisely put, it
requires an orientation toward the future, rather than the past, and an

orxentation to the African, rather than European or any other foreign,

™y of operating. Specifically, we may list the following activities as
essentxal for a Social Work Educator oriented toward the future,

(a) An understanding and awareness, of the social change occurring
in hxs country - its process, direction and goals..

(b) Examination of his own attitudes towards this change and of his
°m invpl—* - <**»*.. Does he seek to advance social change

1/ Report,:of,.Lusaka Seminar, I963, pp. 23-26.
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for the benefit of the underprivileged masses or does he

really seek to delay progress through personal inertia or

ambition?

(.) . Having , clear understanding of social ^, its^^
, and a conviction of its place in any —nt for

national "betterment.

(d) Having the willingness and ability to wo* with other professions

( } Z ,aLg appropriate contributions to their train,ng proves
and by incorporating into social work training fro. other

disciplines, knowledge and skills appropriate to better

performances of the social worker's tasks.

(e) Taking an active part in social planning and in social action.
TMs Lolves active participation with governments at var.ous

-: levels and with local groups, assisting them in determines

the objectives, policies and priorities of their welfare

programmes.

(f) Making constant examination of the educational programme of

his own school, bringing to this examination objectivity and

creativity; replannig the programme where indicated by

revising content, teaching methods and objectives. The

educator should not be afraid of breaking away from old. .

tradition, as long aS the new methods he is adopting are

sound in principle*

U It is easier to read about these activities than to put the. into

effect. The Social Work Educator will find himself faced with some

problems very difficult to solve. He will recognise the tensions

inherent in social change and will become hie own client! A very

difficult problem will arise for him when he recognizes that the

objectives of a Plan for National Bevelopment may be contrary to social

work principles. Comments, once the, decide to move may be in a

hurry to show results. The social worker knows what a long time it takes

to mobilize a people who are set in their traditional ways to take
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f rst steps towards change. What does the Educator do about this problem?
his students learn from him to conform to government wishes and use

coercion or to abide by social work prinoiples of ,,movlng ., ^

Pace and risk the displeasure of the governmental hierarchy' The

"«W «*». knows that unless he keeps abreast of national progran.es
and national movements- he may he left -outside the main stream- so to

speak. A solution involving some sense of compromise may provide the
answer in such a dilemma. Take the example of a government which has

evolved a ,outh programme which is aimed primarily at mobilising the

youth into a para-military organization without first taking account of
the real needs of that sector of the population, which is qualitatively
and quantitively the foundation of the fu^re generation of the country.
How does the social worker react to such a decision? He would he well

advised to seek participation in such a national programme by introducing
an element of social work practice into it and attempting to meet the

rea! needs of youth within the governmental programme. Ifce programme
may thus have injected into it elements of training and vocational

guxdance and other activities which win successfully bridge the gap

of the original programme. This is but one example among many which

point to the ethical problems inherent in the role of the Social tfork
Educator.

The Social Work Trainee

12. It may be usefu! at this point to consider some objectives which the
Educator might have for his scents who will not only TOrk within a

changing society but should, themselves, become instruments of change.
Does the Educator regard these as proper objectives to hold for his

students? Does he question any of these? What further objectives should
be added? The students should;

(a) understand the concept of social change and its effect upon the
lives of people?

to have a knowledge of the national aims of social development;

(c) have an understanding of the way various social welfare programmes
contribute to this development!
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(d) hare an appreciation, of the part the -service to which they

were attached for field work contributes to the national

development5

(e) be able to analyse critically the part this service plays and

he able to suggest changes, where needed, in order to bring

the service into line with national aims for social development

and with the needs of the peoples

(f) have an awareness of his own biases towards various aspects

of social change?

(g) develop skills in helping people of every class, or segment of

the society, to participate as individuals or in groups in

national and local programmes of social development?

(h) participate in planning and carrying out local programmes

contributing to national aims of social development.

Assessing the Training Programme

13. When an educational institution has settled upon its objectives in

terms of student learning, the faculty is then in a position, individually

and collectively, to assess the efficacy of its educational programme by

answering such questions as theses

(a) Is what we are teaching adequate tp the task we have set ourselves?

("b) Will the way we teach produce the results we want?

(c) Do we see that our students get the kinds of experiences which

will achieve these objectives?

(d) Are the students we select capable of achieving these objectives

in the time allotted?

14. Honest answers to these questions may point to the need for revision

of both policies and programmes if social workers are to play a proper

part in Plans for National Development.
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Se0ti0n 2' r

15. If we must rethink our training programs, on .hat can we rely to
give direction to our thinking? W are here suggested four guide-
posts to help uss

(a) ^ reality of the social environment.

Some examples of the influence which social environment will
have upon the content of curriculum follows

(i) If social development is recognized as an important
part of national development, then social welfare

programmes will have to deal with larger numbers of

people as clients than heretofore. Many of these

people will have little perception of their rights

and responsibilities as citizens. This means that

the. methods used will have to concentrate upon work

with groups and entire communities, and since educa

tional methods must be used extensively the social

worker will have to develop skills in mass communication
techniques.

The social environment of the country-dweller in Africa

presents particular problems to the social worker. The

standard of living for many will be very low. It may

be so low that there is little motivation for change.

The need of people to cling to what is familiar may

cause then, to resist changes which governments want

to bring about.

(ii)

g; erstandng aM skuis

-ust the social worker have in order to work successfully in such areas?

(iii) For the first time, especially in the towns and cities,
many people will be spending money freely. The making

Of money to spend immediately may become the main

object in life. There will be rapid changes in the ways
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of living tut there will fee little perceptionof the

social and economic results of this behaviour. A

study of the relevant economio aspects of consumer

behaviour - consumption pattersn, savings, indebtedness,

etc. - and its effects upon the individual family

economy or the national economy as a whole would help

the social worker to appreciate the underlying

purposes of appropriate government measures for

coping with it,

(iv) The part of any population most amemble and eager to

change will probably be the children and young people.

They will need guidance, instruction and support from

their families and from social institutions, traditional

or newly organized, for that purpose. The social

workers may have to assess what social institutions are

helping children keep up with changing conditions and

,1- what are not. Furthermore, they would be required to

know about parent-child relationships and the needs for

children to understand the kind of programme required to

harness the eagerness of youth to social change in a

constructive way.

16. It will be noted that each of these aspects of modern life in Africa

will require some area of knowledge with which social workers ought to be

familiar. There will be many others. Educators will reoogniae the

necessity of selecting concepts from the social sciences and illustrative

material from the African scene to make the teaching significant to the

situation in any particular country. For example, in a country recently

devastated by war where large numbers of children are without homes and

parents, training of social workers will have to concentrate upon under-

standing the needs of children, working with children's and youth groups,

helping children lead phjeically and mentally healthy lives while

living in institutions and understanding and dealing with delinquency.
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(C)

The stage of leTelaEmeSt_ofjbh5_ao.oiai services.

U) When societies change, ths ways in which people cope
. with their social problems also change. Simple

societies will UBlJ traditional patterns of self-help

among their tribes or community groups, requiring no

formal training of personnel. Under colonial regimes,

private philanthropy or religious institutions

provided the principci social welfare services. Where
this is still in effect, training is chiefs

scale and of an in-service, specific type, with

workers trained for a relatively narrow field of work.

This type of training a3 a rule makes little use of

. theoretical material in trying to understand why things

are done as they are. Instead emphasis is put on what

to do for relatively few'clients.

(ii) As social welfare becomes part of government policy and
the number of clients and the types of problems dealt

with increase, the training must broaden. A theoretically-

Wd programme becomes necessary, giving workers greater
flexibility in their vork. fining oan no longer con
centrate on developing skills in working with one

Person ata tim3. Instead, methods of working with

■-;■;:■- -. i :■■ ■ ; ■■ - -■ •; . saouxa receive the greatest

emphasis.; Social workers would need to develop skills
in mass communication while still retaining the

social worker's unique use of method.

■The educations") i aval ^-p j-t.
Mva y^-mita-L X6V6J, oi the stucLen"}"^

As nations with low levels of schooling accelerate tfceir programmes
of social development, the demand for trained workers surpasses
the supply of person, with ade^ate academic qualifications for
the positions. What students with low academic standing are able -
to learn may have to limit what can be taught, how much can be
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taught and in what way the teaching may be done. The material

mentioned under point (a) above indicates that a wide array of

■' subjects might be taught, but the realities of academic limita

tions of the students suggest that this would be a waste of

time and effort. One of the notable weaknesses in the curricula

for many African schools is that they try to teach too much

to people ill-equipped to absorb and profit by it. Standards

of training could be raised when the academic calibre of the

students improves., but until then curricula and methods of

instruction should be adapted to the student's ability.

(d) The fundamental values and -principles of social work.

(i) The social worker holds certain values and works

according to certain principles regardless of what

country he lives in or what its stage of social

development may be. Some cultures may emphasize one

value more than another, or may make modifications in

certain principles, but fundamentally social work values

and principles are consistent. For example, in America,

the rights of the individual to determine his own life

pattern holds a very high value priority^ in Britain

more emphasis is placed upon the value of individual

responsibility as distinct from rights, while in many

African countries high priority is given to the

responsibility of the group for its members. Fundamentally,

social workers recognize that men, as human beings, have

rights and also responsibilities towards others of- their

kind. How this is exercised will vary from- one culture

to another, A further example may be cited in the

principle of confidentiality. Generally speaking, social

workers respect and keep to themselves information given

. ,- • to them by a client. In some cultures such information,

far from being kept secret by the client himself, is
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naturally shared by the whole family or by the immediate

neighbours. The social worker finds that he has to

work with the group to get across his message to the

client. A recent example of this was given in a rural

setting in India where the social worker had to deal
with the whole family of a client, including parents,

uncles, aunts and sisters, in order to convince the

client to accept a certain course of action. What

had started as a case work situation had developed,

in a different cultural context, into work with the
whole group,- ._ . --

(ii) The whole area of values and principles requires
conscientious re-thinking by students and instructors

alike in relation to the culture in which they operate.

Each training institution, knowing its own culture

will have to determine where emphasis should be put

and what modifications should be made. Most important,

however, is the recognition that under the influence

of social change the relative importance of certain

cultural values to a people will als0 change and the

student will be studying these in transition.

17. In short, the type of education for social work planned by any
-station should be determined, in the first instance, by the needs of
the aooxet, it serves and then, if necessary, .edified by the limitations
of personnel available for training.

18. There will be a need for basic level workers and for leadership
Personnel. Both types of training retire e.ual care in planning and

teaching. The fundamentals of content and method remain the same. The
educator may have to reach a decision upon which group of students his
nst.tut.on W111 concentrate, and whether his institution can afford to

concentrate upon one group at the expense of the other. The following

statement provides food for thought and discussion around this point.
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nThe training of a group of individuals of academic status

emits only if the training plan includes from ,the;beginning
.:.■ : -....•.ths-ifrVeloTAent -:? other type^of personnel with appropriate

focus o.i training in addition to tho creation of a nucleus
of leadership personnel," . 1/

19.' It would seem proferaVle in any country or' even sub-region of the

African continent that a plan of co-ordinating the institutions for

social work training be devised so that all types' of personnel be covered,

including Community Development workers, Administrators, Teachers and

others. A more' flexible and economic uae of staff and facilities might

result. Above all, it should be realized'that, in a rapidly changing

society, plans -or social work training cannot be allowed to become

static or outmoded by unquestioned adherence to patterns found useful

'in the past by a different social order.

l/ Pusio: ppr.Pit. - Para, : 2:04(a).
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PART II

PRBTCIPLES ATO METHODS OF SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION

Section

20. Ih many parts of the world, the term -training" is used to indioate

the process whereby a social work student acquires the knowledge,

attitudes and skills of his profession. Throughout this paper, however,

the term "education- is used instead, as a term with more exact meaning

for the process involved. Training implies the constant practice cf a

.; skill under the watchful eye of a trainer until mastery is achieved, as

athletes train for a race. Education involves much more. For the

student it involves not only the mastering of a skill but a discovery

of one's own potential and the satisfaction experienced when that

potential is exercised. The student in being educated also re-discovers

the world around him and the people in it, seeing them in a fresh light

and his own relation to them in a new perspective. 3h the educational

process knowledge becomes something to be examined, analysed and related

to other knowledge rather than memorized without understanding. To the

educated person knowledge is constantly available for use. To the

professional this is of particular import. For the social work student,

we strive first that he gains an education for his profession and next

that he is trained for that profession.

21. Education is a process. That is, it is a highly dynamic situation

resulting from the interaction between student and teacher. The inter

action is a two-way process of verbal and non-verbal communication. The

transmission and perception of fact and feeling, action and reaction.

The educational process is net occurring if the transmission is a one-way

street and if the facts transmitted are divorced from significance and

the feelings which accompany them. In all education it is important

that the teacher teaches students as well as course content. It is

often a failing of university "education" that it consists of a one-way

flow of ideas and opinions from a lecturer, well versed in his subject,

to a mass of students who dutifully take notes of what they think he said,
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but neither understand nor care .bout the import of the message they

are receiving. Universities and schools which truly.educate use methods

which involve the students in the process so that the desired ends of

changed behaviour and attitudes toward life are achieved.

22. """To achieve this kind of education, which is the sine qua non for

the professions, much is required of the educator or teacher. It goes

without saying that'he must know the content of what he is teaching, but

it goes further than this. He must be able to select from this content

material appropriately related to the newly emerging professional

behaviour of the student. The teacher must have skill.in communication,

knowing how to reach his students and also knowing how to listen and to

perceive both verbal and rion-Verbal communication. He must be able to

stimulate in the student fresh points of view and new behaviour patterns.

Until the content being taught has had these results, learning has not

occurred.

23. True learning results from the relationship which exista between

teacher and student. Students are very sensitive to the attitudes of

faculty towards them. They do not want to be "made over" but they do

want understanding and support in the struggles they have" in acquiring

new knowledge, attitudes and skills. At the point where they recognize

their incompetence and sense how difficult it is to keep their clients,

then it is that they need the respect and the reassurance of a knowledge

able person who really cares about their progress and whom they too can

respect. When a two-way communication of these attitudes and feelings

is established, a climate favourable to learning is created, -,'-.-:■.

24. The primary responsibility for the creation of such a climate rests

with the teacher. To accomplish this he must know his student. This

takes time and thoughtful observation and is no ^imple^ask when a number

of students are involved. What .are things about students of social irork

which are useful, for an educator:<to know?1 - :-;

(a) First, he should have some information on the academic and

cultural background of the studenti What schooling has lie -had,

and what did he achieve in this? What are the cultural
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attitudes and values which he brings into his educational

experience? What .are his attitudes to teachers? - to being

helped? - to those who need help?

(b) Secondly, it is valuable to discover the student's learning

,p^t6rns- Doe* *e .achieve intellectual mastery quickly but

take many months for his attitudes and behaviour to show the

effect of this, or does the latter follow quickly,on the heels

of intellectual learning? What are the forms which his

resistance to change takes? Which of his values seem most

threatened by the requirement that he change?

(c) Third: Has this student any awareness of himself and his'
effect upon others? Is he capable of developing greater

self-awareness than he brings as a beginning student? Does

he know of his own biases and blind spots? " : =

(d) Fourths What is his motivation for entering social work? ""'
What seems to motivate him to learn? Is it a wish to surpass

others - to please the instructor, or to acquire the means of
helping others?

(e) Finally, it is important to know what is the capacity of this
student to form relationships with all kinds of people, for it

is upon this factor which his ability as a social worker will
ultimately depend.

To sum upi The task of the social work educator.is to assist the

student to integrate knowledge through the medium of a supportive

professional relationship. As a result of this integration, the new

attitudes, values and skills acquired can be put to the service of the

client, helping the client to solve social problems and to acquire'a'

sense of dignity and skill in adapting to his social environment^ This'

integration takes time and follows learning patterns unique to each ""

individual. It is the task of the educator not only to facilitate this

prooess but to recognize when it has happened and when ,not.

25
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Learning Theory

26. All learning results in changes in thinking, feeling and doing.

A baby who learus a new method of locomotion, walks instead of crawling

from one place to another. He enjoys the new feeling of achievement,

feels no longer so helpless and dependent upon others and his thought

processes change accordingly. In professional education, learning

involves the relating of new behaviour patterns to a body of theory so

that time spent in trial and error behaviour is minimized to the benefit

of the client. The steps in which this happens will differ for different

people, but the relating of theory to practice is essential so that

practice is understandable, logical and consistent.

27. Learning requires constant reinforcement to be achieved. Repeti

tion, illustration and constant inter-relating of facts, theories and

principles will achieve this. A single piece of information transmitted

to students, bearing no relation to any they have already learned, can

have little effect upon their behaviour- Reinforcement is required for

knowledge to be assimilated.

28. Whatever may be the steps followed, learning is never smooth and

even, A line or a graph depicting progress in learning never rises

evenly upward. There will be peaks, depressions and plateaus. These

are evident whether the time span considered is a week, a month or only

a day. Plateaus in learning hold particular interest to the educator.

This is a period when new knowledge has no meaning to the student and

when no change is evident in his thinking, feeling and doing. Sometimes

the student appears to be virtually immobilized and seems incapable of

absorbing anything. This sometimes happens following a particularly

rapid absorption of knowledge. It seems as though the personality has

to declare a moratorium on learning. Then, after a period it is

observable that integration has occurred and learning continues. Fre

quently plateaus are observable when students are under considerable

pressure of work. To pile on more work is self-defeating. The most

helpful thing the instructor can do is to assist the student in organiz

ing himself and his workload so that he can see daylight ahead. Another
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cause of a plateau in learning is the exposure of the student to learn

ing material which i8 highiy charged with feelingfor him. That such

times occur in the course of his professional education is inevitable
just as they ar inevitable in his education for life. In fact, if a

student never experiences an emotional reaction to the content of his

learning it is doubtful whether he i8 capable of learning in the true

sense. Patience, support and understanding is "the treatment of choice."

29. To sum up this brief excursion into educational principles and
learning theory, certain categorial statements may be made to serve as

guideline, to the instructors. In education for the profession of social

(a) knowledge is for use?

00 learning requires the involvement of feelings and attitudesi
(o) learning to become a professional person results from the

student's identification with the professional attitudes,

values and behaviour of his instructors and other professional

persons with whom he comes in contact.

30. What types of learning experiences and teaching practices would

appear to be of greatest value in social work education? First, there

must be a selection of content to be taught. If an instructor tries to

teach everything he knows about a subject with no regard for its mean

ing to the student or the student's process of assimilation, mental

^digestion rather than learning will be the result. If the instructor

tries to teach everything he believes the student should know all at

once, the same thing will happen. Timing with appropriate reinforce

ment at frequent intervals is important. Pure lecture method should be

used sparingly. When used, as it must be at times, opportunity should

be given for questions and encouragement to the students to explore the

ideas presented, Tutorials and small group situations seem to provide

the best opportunity for students to form the type of relationship from

which they can learn. It also makes it possible for the instructor to

discover the meaning to the student of the material under discussion.
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This discovery can frequently contain surprises. The slow pace and

different learning pattern of the non-academic student becomes apparent

in the small group sessions.

31. This method of instruction is, of course, more costly than lectur-

:ing to large classes. It makes more demands upon the instructors and

requires a larger staff. It may he that a compromise has to he reached

and then selection should he made of courses using one or the other

method". From experience it would seem preferable that courses in social

work methods especially, should he taught in groups as small as can he

arranged. Field work instruction should always be given in small

groups. Integration of knowledge between various courses is difficult

with any other method.

32. One question frequently discussed in the field of social work

education is the desirability of using visiting lecturers from other

professions to teach social work students. The discussions on this

matter seem to be influenced to a considerable degree by the stage of

development reached in both professional practice and education for

the profession. In the early.stages of development as in most African

countries, invaluable help can be had from doctors, nurses, agricultural

ists, etc. Two things should be watched in making such arrangements;

First, no course should be arranged which becomes a "bead stringing"

exercise of a number of experts following one another each teaching

from the point of view of his own disciplines with little regard for

the social work frame of reference. If it is necessary to have a number

of different experts at any time in the same or different courses, the

course should be planned by the social work educator who makes explicit

the social work frame of reference. Secondly, when a number of different

institutions are used there is a lack of consistency which makes it

difficult for the student to learn what each instructor has to offer.

Experience has shown that it is desirable for a social work instructor

also to participate in the teaching so-that the students can relate the

material presented to their practice; As one very able student said

of an excellent presentation by one expert, "It does'nt make sense

until you go over it with us the next day."
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33- One ".further suggestion to help in the planning-of courses emerges

"from-a consideration of-educational principles. :The steps in the :

learning process always involve relating-details of practice, whether

.onels.OTOi or others1 to.broad pi-inciples .or concepts. It is therefore

economical of,time if the teaching is organized around such concepts,

and- examples used..to introduce ana illustrate the concepts. This

helps the.student relate his observations of practice to a theoretical

frame of reference. From this his actions are guided by his under

standing of the forces operative-in the situation rather than by his

own. whim or by some rule of thumb.

-34.' While these comments are presented with students-from a school of

social work chiefly in mind, the principles also-apply to social workers

undergoing, in-service training, In some ways- the learning problems are

accentuated in short, intensive courses, and for.this reason those

responsible for planning such courses will find it helpful to be guided

by sueh principles.

Section 4. _Curriculum Planning for the Training of

Social Workers

35< The planning of a curriculum for the study of any field is always

■based in its broadest sense upon educational principles and learning

theory. In a more particular sense the curriculum is derived.from the

officially stated purpose of the- institution or organization within

; which the study is carried out. la addition to an officially stated

purpose there: may be an officially stated opinion, .as to the directions

■ the,study should take, together with an unofficial opinion, usually

broadly stated, as to the way the official purpose should be .achieved.

An: example of such purpose derived from the current situation in Africa

■may, be,.demonstrated as follows:

$6V :ThB official-purpose of'■ a School of Social Work or a branch of a

Government Department is s' To trairr■professional social workers. ■ An

official recommendation statement of' the direction this should take' is

found? in the report of-'the'Secretary-General'of the United ■■Rations to
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the.Social Commission at th©:Seventh Sessions "the accent should be on

programmes oriented toward "'the future". An unofficial opinion has been

ei^re'ssed^that iii training; social workers "we must get. down to practi

calities" • How to reconcile the third statement with the second, when

the. p&th;wfcich the- future will follow is still unclear, is one of the

crosses the Social Vork educator has to bear. To plan a curriculum

from these statements we must be clear and explicit upon a few pointss

(a) What is the role of the professional social worker, i.e. wt^at-

does he do and how does he do it? ... - . :■

.::; (b) . fthat programmes are future-oriented? - .■■■'■■

37. Prom the answers "to these questions we are able to translate

official statements of. purpose and" means into educational objectives." -;

Educational objectives are.statements of intent as to what is to be

taught ancL what should be learned. What the teacher teaches and what ;

the student actually 1earns :may be-quite different. For this reason, -

educational objectives are expressed in terms of what it is hoped and

intended that the student shall learn. They are so worded as to contain,

(a) the learning procedure.required and (b) the content of what is to

be learned. Each objective jmplies a.problem of learning.and doing ^.

which the student must solve. The training of the professional, social.;

workers involves the deyelopment of certain knowledge, attitudes and .

skills. Programmes oriented toward the future, it is assumed, would :

be related in some way to social change, social action, youth groups

and the welfare of the family and child. Consequently, we could

formulate some educational objectives for such a programme somewhat as

follows %

(a) Learning Procedure (b) Learning content :-.

(1) To acquire knowledge and (l) the forces of social change,

understanding of . ::,.->.■

(2) To become familiar with . (2) ,the process of social motion
: ' through govt. and voluntary bodies

(3) To develop skills in work- (3) families under stress,
ing with
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(4)r assist tfcen in

(5) To develop skills in
- •■-initiating and carrying

th

(6) To acquire Icnowledge and
understanding of

(4) promoting the welfare of their
children.

(5) self-irelp and
in youth groups.

(6) the financing and administration
of welfare programmes.

38. Prom the study of column (b) we could list a number of courses

which might be organized in order to achieve these objectives, such as*

the nature of social changes- structure and function of government;

group dynamics and group work$ the family as a social institutions the

growth and development of children; work with families, etc.

39. To carry on to the next step of curriculum planning, we have to

decides How long have we to teach these courses? Qwijjg to time,

student limitations and needs, what courses should have priority? How

long, should it take to translate knowledge into action (i.e., how long

should the practical work placement be)? In what order should the

courses be taught?

40. . It will thus be. seen that in planning a curriculum, the: administra

tion of a training programme is faced with a number of problems.and

decisions to be mades What courses shall we offer in the future?

What courses taught in the past should be abolished? (This is often

the most difficult decision). What qualified persons can we get to

teach the new courses? Where can we find field placements which will

ensure the development of the skills required in the students?

41. Planning a curriculum to be taught within any given institution

cannot be done in a vacuum. The demands of the services which will

employ the students in the future must be considered. .Employing bodies

should not be allowed to dictate the courses to be offered or the

oontent of such courses. They should however be encouraged to partici

pate by their offering suggestions for educational objectives. Bnployers

know better than any one what they want graduates to be able to do.
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Employers, however, should know the functions for which social workers

are trained, and not confuse these with the functions of other discip

lines, when employing workers.

42. The 'learning procedure1, listed in column A, requires the planning

of learning experiences for the students which can most effectively'

develop the knowledge, attitudes and skills required. This will involve

selection and combination of such activities as - lectures, case presenta

tions, readings, seminars, community visits, practical work placements,

written assignments, watching selected films, listening to and discussing

tape recordings and so on. A detailed discussion of these can best be

left to a later section.

The Planning of Particular Course Sequences

43. As indicated in the previous paragraphs, any curriculum will contain

a number of courses, the content of which is grouped in such a way as-to

facilitate learning and more effective teaching. A course may occupy a

full academic year a term or a few weeks and, in the case of full time

in-service courses, may last one* two or three weeks. Whatever its

length, a course should be a unit in itself, its boundaries determined by

the educational objectives formulated at the'planning stage.■ The- course,

whila a unit in one sense is not an isolated unit. It will be part of

a sequence of courses dealing generally with the same topic and moving

from relatively simple areas of learning and familiarity to the student

to the more complex. In a sequence which may be carried over two or

three years of study there will be a broadening of the knowledge and

skills required to master the subjest and it may take three or four

courses to deal with the subject in a way that it becomes available to

the student for use, that is, so that the knowledge will have the desired

effect upon his professional behaviour. Any one course sequence should

be related to other sequences each one reinforcing the learning of basic

concepts, skills and values of the profession. '

44. The planning of courses and sequences if of particular importance

in in-servioe training programmes, where unless the concept of progression
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in learning is kept as an integral part of the planning, the courses
become disjointed and may appear to the student worker to have little

relevance one to the other or to the work he is doing.

45: Let us consider the planning of a course sequence related to one

of the educational objectives of the curriculum developed in the previous

section/ The objective to be worked on isi "To develop skills in '

working with families in order to assist them in promoting the welfare

■of their1 children." This objective will require at least two sequences
■ an-£-practical experience to achieve the objective, - one a method or

skill sequence, i.e. how to work with families by using the social work

method, and the other knowledge sequence. It is the latter sequence we
shall consider here.

46r The first step, involves stating the educational objectives, - that

.is, what we want the students., to learn about families and the. welfare

of children in. them. The list of objectives offered here is not intended

to be an exhaustive one, covering.every phase of the subject, but is

meant.,to serve, as an example from which a two course sequence might be

developed. The order in which the objectives are listed is of no

particular significance for the ultimate grouping. It should be noted,

however, that,all objectives illustrate the dynamic relationship

existing between the family and the societies within which it functions.

;It is by the practical application of this knowledge by means of.the

social work method.that the social worker becomes the agent of. society

in helping families take advantage of the new opportunities open to.

them.

47- Some objectives for this study might be as follows;

(a) To examine and compare the traditional and the new family

roles in a changing African society. "

(b) To understand and appreciate the universality, of the family .

as an institution, - its structure and function.

(o) To understand the impact of social change, upon African
families today.
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.{dj- . To. understand the biological, psychological and social needs

.,,..„,,of the growing child and the part played by individual family

.members .in this process.

■ (e) To utiderstand the part that a programme of national develop

ment can and should have in the healthy development of

..:„;family life- :

(f) To understand the familiar stresses created by rapid sopial

and economic change*

(g) To understand the part: families play in the development of

youth leadership.

(h) To understand and appreciate the impact of a handicapped ,-: ^

child upon a family under conditions of rapid social and

economic development.

(i) To understand the emergence of deviant behaviour both within

and outside the family during conditions of social'change.

(j) To understand and appreciate the part which society (through

government or voluntary auspices) is called upon to play in

furthering the nurture r,nd development of children in newly

emerging nations.

48. There are a number of ways in which these and other related

objectives can be grouped in order to provide two or more courses, which

when taken in sequence.provide ,for a broadening and deepening of the

student's knowledge of family functioning. A time sequence for each,

course, then, has to be worked out, - i.e. which material is to be

learned'first and which later? The general rule to be .followed here is

to move from the familiar to the unfamiliar;, from the simple $p the

complex. Some instructors prefer to teach broad principles.or theory

first and then move on to deriving specific examples of these concepts

from observation and practice. Others prefer to-b:uildup-a body of

conceptual thinking fr6m individual instances. Whichever is the method

chosen, every courseJmust be organized 'around certain broad concepts,
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and detailed situations must be related to these. It is important to

note'that in a course with these objectives, the students are encounter-

ing "the problems with which they have to deal.in practice,, and are

learning about the causes of and possible solutions to these problems.

It will be noted that in place of entire courses in sociology, or child

psychology, being taught in order to deal with the subject, selected

areas from each and from other fields of a study are utilized to full

advantage. The more intensive study of any one subject can be built

on this base at a more advanced stage of professional study, (See Part

V; An Africa Regional Plan for the Training of Social Workers at Five
Levels).

Selection of Teaching Methods

49. In order to make the teaching of such a course sequence effective,

a wide variety of techniques is required:

(a) Lectures might be given upon certain broad concepts such as:

- The Family as an Institution, or the"Nature and Meaning of

Deviant Behaviour. Such.lectures should always be associated

with discussion by the class to cleanup misconceptions and

, to appreciate local examples.

(b) Seminars are most valuable in this type of course, where in

a group of students, each would present a short paper upon

some facet of a topic and then the group, by discussion of.

points raised, is introduced to new ideas and new values*

(°)- ?±lms *r--film strips. Useful for example in highlighting7 the
ideas of .;*he universality of the family as an Institution.

Many are available from different parts of the world, and

similarities and differences with the local African situation

can be recognized and discussed. : '■ ■

U) Tape recordings. The use of a taped interview, for example
to serve as the background for objective No.8 (paragraph 45

i:-: above) would be invaluable. Failing the tape, a student's
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account of such a* interview could be used. 3h the use of

methods (c) and (d) above, it may be noted that any film or

tape may illustrate many different points. Care should be

taken to focus fairly explicitly upon the concept or theory

under discussion. The material may also be used to recall

points dealt with in the past. It is not good practice to

use illustrative material.of this kind in order to teach

everything it may demonstrate.

(e) Assignments. Students may be given a certain topic to investi-

,,:.■ .;gate and write about which helps.to achieve one or more of the

educational objectives. For example, objective N6.5 above

might be achieved in part of students writing upon such a

subject as. - "In what way does our nation's plan of.develop

ment affect the lives of families in our community?" ..This

will involve learning about various projects the nation is

undertaking, and making observations and deductions about- the

resulting changes in economic and social functioning of- the

families with which they are familiar in their community.

Reading assignments can be useful, providing the student,

through tutorials, is helped to relate the material read to

his own local situation. All courses should have a list of

readings appropriate in subject matter and in level of

difficulty to the student group.

(f) Study and Diaoussicn of Case Recordst (By case records it is

meant the running records'contact by contact with individuals,

groups or communities where the focus of work is on solving

some particular problems, economic or social). Records of

local origin prepared by students can be very useful if a

focus is given to the study of the records by a series of

study questions formulated by the instructor which will guide

-the-students' thinking and discussion.
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, (g) Other types of courses would call for these and other learning

devices. For example,_a method's course designed to develop

..skills rather than knowledge about working with families might

include exercises in role playing or sociodrama. Here students

might enact the parts of family members when one of the

children has been apprehended in a delinquency. One student

plays the .part of the social worker and those watching discuss

and question him about his attitudes and actions.

Collaboration with Other Professions

50. In both Europe and America, it has been traditional that institution

responsible for the professional education of Social Workers would rely

heavily upon other professions to teach courses for them. This has been

especially true of the medical profession, including psychiatry. In many

communities, the first social work training began 'in hospital, where the

authority or the doctor, by reason of his legal responsibility toward

his patients, held sway over the paramedical members of the team. This

authority together with the progressive development of knowledge on

medical matters led to doctors teaching social workers. What they

taught was not the social work component of the treatment of the sick,

but a simplified version of their own body of knowledge. Many schools

of social work in every part of the world are beginning to recognize

the needs to break away from this pattern. As social workers become

clearer about their own functions and more aware of the content of

courses required to carry out these functions,, there has been a gradual

re-shapi^g of curricula. Social workers, rather than psychiatrists and

doctors, are now teaching courses to social workers on the development

of human behaviour. Courses on the detailed anatomy of the human being

are no longer considered necessary in order that social workers may

carry out their tasks, even as members of a medical team.

51. As these changes have taken place, other professions have become

aware that social workers, tod, have a unique body of knowledge about

human relationships and families, groups and communities^ and, as a
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result, social workers are now, in most modern medical schools^"being

called upon to give courses to doctors-in-training upon these subjects.

Thus the term Collaboration with other professions1 is undergoing a

marked change.

52. Examination of the curricula for a number of African sohools of

social work shows that the said pattern is still in effect. In fact,

it appears in some cases to be carried to extremes. We have every

occupation conceivable related to the welfare of the human being, each

trying "to teach the social worker the knowledge of its particular field.

It is the social worker who has to learn agriculture, home economics,

infant care, anatomy, home-nursing, midwifery and any other occupation

which can be named. There is a gradual recognition coming that,

especially in the field of Community Development such persons as

agriculturists, home-economists and midwives, can all do their work

better if they utilize the understanding of human behaviour which the

social worker can give them. They learn from each other. This is

true collaboration which is not a one-way street.

53. The relationship of social work training to related fields, i.e.

community development, agriculture and home economics, health services,

was fully discussed at the Lusaka Seminar on Social Work Training, On

relationship of social work training to community development, it was

stated that, "by its very definition, community development has a

considerable social work content. The most important qualification of

the Community Development worker is his ability to work with people so

as to develop their capacity to form judgements, to determine goals to

be achieved, and to help them adapt to rapid economic, political and

social change." It is evident that this function of the Community

Development worker is closely related if not synonymous with the role

which the social worker is constantly called upon to perform.

54. It is interesting to note that, on the relationship of social work

to health services the WHO representative at the Seminar drew the atten

tion of the participants to an expert committee in obstetrics and gynae-*

oology which had called for more social work training in courses
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which previously had been largely clinical. The Seminar had further >

noted that the role of social work training in programmes of rehabilita

tion of physically and mentally handicapped persons also called for

closer co-operation between medical and health workers on the one hand,

and social workers on the other. "Only a very narrow division exists

between the medical and social components in much of the work for the

handicapped? and in all rehabilitation programmes, social work training
is essential".•=

55- Jh planning the use of other disciplines in teaching social workers,

the head of. the school or the department responsible for training must

be clear on what social workers need from each discipline, in order to -

perform better as social workers. This means that the social work

component of many tasks shared with other disciplines must be understood.

Wot only-must social workers understand this component, but, where

necessary,.they must make it understood to their colleagues, from other

professions. Then the social work educators can plan with teachers from

agriculture, medicine, home economics, public health what should be

taught to social workers. It should not be left to these other discip

lines to make the division alone. An example might make this point

clearer; In a certain African country, there is a high rate of mortality

among children in their second year of life. A doctor, in carrying out

some research into the causes of this, discovered it was more of a

social than a medical problem, as it hinged upon the mother-child

relationship which developed in that particular culture. This is the

kind of information social workers needed to be taught rather than a

lot of detail about different medical causes of infant mortality..,. It is

the social worker's task to instruct and otherwise work with others on

understanding the physical, mental and social needs of children, and

helping them adopt new patterns of child .rearing.

56. As mentioned previously, collaboration between disciplines is not

a one-way street. As the doctor can make useful contributions of

i/ £/CKr.i4/swyA/35J p. 25-
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knowledge to 'tire'-do-ci&r workerr sb"'can the latter "make useful contribu

tions to the- training of others. Part of the social worker's task is

to understand the local situation where he works - the customs and

taboos' and the beliefs held by the people. It will be helpful to home

economists, for example* to :understand a local belief about the'harmful

v .nature- of -eggs in a female's diet. The social worker can help the home

■ .economist understand the1 necessity for accepting the need for' these

people to hold this belief and to help the home economist learn ways

of overcoming resistance to new ideas on nutrition. In this it is

r.ecognized that each discipline has its tasks 'to perform : each can

help the other. No one discipline holds all the knowledge and'all the

answers. Each must be clear on what its own discipline.needs -from

others and must retain control over what is....taught to its. own students.

57. in- many'parts of Africa it is still the custom to train the "poly

valent^ or "multi-purpose" worker. These workers are trained"to carry

out many tasks which are necessary in the'community, though some of

these.may have only a superficial connexion,.with social work-practice.

This custom should be regarded as transitory* and characteristic of a

society in which the social services are in an elementary.:state. As

social workers become clearer on their proper function they can learn

to use these extra activities as a means of making contact with clients

who require social work help. For example, a social worker may have to

.weigh-babies in an Infant Clinic. Her proper function is to help

mothers to use improved methods of child rearing* She can use the act

of weighing the baby as the entree to discussion with the mother of the

affectional needs of infants, and by the relationship which she estab

lishes with this and other mothers, help them to change their methods

of caring for the children so that not only the physical needs of the

child are met, but his intellectual and emotional needs as well. If it

is still necessary to have workers who are auxiliaries to other profes

sions then they should be trained as such, but this work should not be

confused with social work.
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Section 5. The Teaching of Social Work Methods

58. The consultant team which studied a number of African schools of
social work in preparation for this Seminar commented on a weakness

which appeared to be general throughout the schools.^ This weakness

lies in the teaching of the social work methods. The primary methods

of social work are casework, group work and community organization, with

secondary methods being administration of social welfare programmes and

agencies, and social work research, as distinct from social research.

59. Social, work method courses concentrate upon problem-solving. They

are "what and how to do" courses but require a good deal of knowledge

and skill to carry out properly. It is doubtful whether skill can be

taught in the classroom, but the knowledge and understanding requisite

for the skill can and should be taught there. Classroom teaching of

methods must be supplemented by field work instruction, which implies

the application to real life situations, the knowledge of theory and

principles developed in the classroom.

60. In order- to improve the teaching of social work methods, there

must be first an understanding of the method itself. The method of

social work is akin to the scientific method in its steps, but has not

been developed as far as the scientific method in accuracy of specific

detail and in prediction of outcome. This latter is the field of

social work research which needs much attention from social workers,

but has been seriously neglected within the profession. Social workers

spend so much time in trying to help people that they pay insufficient

attention to evaluating the results of what they have done.

61. As previously mentioned, the social work method, common to case

work, group work and community organization, is a process of problem-

solving. The problems of social work are always related to people,

singly or in groups, who are in particular social situations. Because

of either the situation or something within the person or group, these

people are having difficulties with inter-personal, group or community
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relationships. The terra 'problem' as used in- this context is broad

in its applicability. In addition to its customary use, denoting the

stresses upon persons and social institutions which arise aa a result

of -change, it also applies to situations which present favourable

opportunities to people. When Vaese opportunities cannot be realized

without some outside assistance, then, in the social work s^ense there

is a 'problem1'. As an example of this latter meaning, we may consider

the situation of a group of villagers who wish to install a small

grinding mill for their corn. They also know they cannot install

the,machinery or operate it whan they get it. This. is;.Jb.G problem.

The function of the village level scci;al worker would be to help them

apply-lor a loan, to the right quarters, explain to them the terms of

financing and help them to secure the necessary technical assistance

for the installation and running of tlio mill, Tha decisions are the

villagers' to make* The Social Worker is the 'enable*'. It might also

b.e noted that the worker would not insrall the Laachinery, run ^ or

loan the villagers the money. These are not his functions in problem

solving.

62*Problems are inevitable in timjs of r&;oid social change, and in

order to achieve a'scientific solution to them, the following steps

may be takens

(a) MlLfJlsmentJ?LJih~:J9?-°}?l$B.1 'JJ'ai- i^elu&us a collection and

organization of faots which should reveal ths origin and

■■ ■ patterns of the forces at.'-wo^k- cau&^ng-tensions- w±thin

Vl"■■■"" ^■■'i-£amil'ie'3j groups'" a;n:d"cotrjiunii,les. Facts are also sought

which indicate the presence of forces In the situation which

can be utilized to resolve the tons:ons and solve the problems.

Problems within persons or groups may include strongly held

. beliefs, prejudices; or clinging to customs and habits with

.,...-■ an inertia against change-. Problems within the situation may

include a lack of resources.to help.change? such as lack of

effective leadership; or something itor3 concrete., such as a

good water supply- In assessing social problems, particularly
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in a relatively under-developed area, it is the relationship

"between the factors within the individuals and in the environ

ment which must be studied and understood. Making such an

assessment is not exclusively the function of the worker.

He must include the client (i.e. person, group or community)

in the process, so that the client becomes aware of the

situation as a problem, and sees it as his problem and

something upon which he must take action. This takes time,

understanding and skill from the worker. • ■ . :.

formulation of a plan of action, The Plan may include the

use of resources and institutions in the community. It may

include the use of special strengths and skills possessed by

members of families groups and communities. The Plan also

indicates the special areas upon which particular skills must

be focussed. There should be also an estimate of the time

the successful solution should take and where the particular

difficulties in solution should'lie. The important point in

planning is that the client takes part in the planning. It

becomes his plan. Assessment in planning frequently goes

hand in hand in actual practice, but the student should be

trained to think of them as sequential until practice makes

him quite familiar with each step and the relationship

between the steps.

(c) Implementation of the Plans Here the worker uses skills in

interviewing, in organizing groups, in helping people work

together to find answers suitable to.them for the solving of

their social problems-

(d) Evaluations The final step in the method is a conscientious

attempt to decide how successful and accurate were the three

previous steps. Both success and failure require a research

approach to determine the reasons. As can be quickly realized,

this step is frequently omitted. The student should be
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... ■■ consistent in making evaluations and determining the reasons

why things turned out as they did.

63. As will be noted, steps (a) and ;(b) require a good deal of know

ledge derived, not only from facts gathered, but .theoretical' knowledge

derived from the social sciences. Social sciences are studied by

social workers in order to help them assess particular social problems.

To the social worker, this study is not an end in itself. Step (o)

requires knowledge of how to interview individuals and families, how to

get groups working together, how to initiate social action, etc. It

also requires that the workers have attitudes toward people which will

maintain in these people, feelings of worth and feelings of confidence

in themselves that they can, by working together, solve their social

problems. The requisite skill must be gained by practice in following

social.work principles.

64. The best interviews are those where the worker says little''and

the client does the talking. The social worker, by an occasional

comment or question:helps the.client-to work-out new thoughts and new

ideas for "himself. The same is true..of. good group work practice. By

using such methods, change will be slow but sure and will stand upon

the firm base of a people's confidence in their own achievement.

65. When we say that social workers must be committed to the principles,

values and ethics of their profession, we mean that they must have

integrated "into their muscles" this way of working with people, so that

it becomes, second nature. To achieve this integration there must be

not only practice but classroom study of theory and of examples. This

must also include plenty of discussion with students encouraged to

talk about their difficulties in understanding and in achievement. It

is here that their relationship with the teacher is of such importance.

66. The teaching of social work methods should be done in groups as

small, as economically feasible. While much discussion and flexibility

is encouraged, the plan of the course should be thoroughly worked out.

Objectives must be clearly stated and sufficient material dealt with
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in order to achieve these objectives. Methods courses must derive much
from the so-called -Pledge copses" mainly the various social

Tl? TIT'" t ^
courses cannot be taught adequately by means of a

hours ox lectures. Kor can they be taught by placing the, entirely
- the fleld work situation and expect the field work instructor to do

1V.11. It retires close collaboration between field and classroom to
achieve the best results.

67 African schools of social wo,k would do well to pay considerable
attention to this problem. Particular attention is needed to group

work and community organization, the latter being the social vork

component of community development. As African schools have derived

theor programmes largely froffl European (including British) models,

they are in danger of perpetuating the weaknesses of those models, one

::::::::::teadequate attention to

geCti0" S; ?ield ffork Instruction ,R m »»,„.,<■<—■,

68 Practical experience of working with people in a social welfare
settang has always been a distinctive feature of social work education,
m most countries when social welfare programmes are still in a rudi
mentary and unspecialised state, practical work is often the only form

of tramxng which can be provided. With the rapid development of

knowledge in the social sciences and the recognition that social welfare,
if it „ to be used as an instrument of national development, must be
based upon that knowledge, a new dimension has been added to the

practical work experience. It is no longer a matter of carrying out

one s duties by imitation of others, or by responding impulsively to

one s charitable feelings. The worker must understand what he is doing

and why. Theory and practice must become integrated into a part of the

whole professional experience of the worker. This integration must be
thorough so that new ways' of working based upon understanding of theory
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become part, of the every-day life of the worker. New ways of working

involve new ways of thinking? feeling, doing. Egocentricity and the

meeting of one's own personal needs must give way to the interests and

needs of other.s. A maturing process must occur in the personalities

,. of the workers* This requires a true educational process which can

"best be achieved where the student-worker meets the combined forces

of theory :and reality and is helped to achieve integration which

produces, professional behaviour. The helping process is the key to

. this experience. This phase of the student's educational experience

ha&;&eeiv given the- unfortunate name of "Supervision" - unfortunate

because -of the connotation, of. misdemeanor or anticipated misdemeanor,

on one hand, and the exercise of absolute authority, on the other".

Because the function is more educational than controlling and the

results more maturing than conforming) the term "Field Instruction" is

now ,more.commonly used, although much of the available literature still

uses, the1 other term. . .:

69. At the Lusaka Seminar, certain aspects of field instruction were

dealt with. These weres Criteria by which agencies should be:selected

for the placement of students^■the relationship of the schoolto the

agencyi the role of.the school in the training of field instructors.

In this chapter it. is proposed to consider field instruction as an

educational experience for the students ■- as instruction in academic

subjects should also be.

TO. If field instruction is to be a truly learning experience,

developing new ways of behaving, new attitudes and values, learning

theory tells us that the key to successful experience depends upon the

relationship which develops between student and instructor. This

'relationship must be recognized by the instructor and the school as

dynamic. Forces operating within both parties will keep it in a

constant state of flux. ' Positive phases and negative phases will show

up, but if the instructor understands these and has the skill to utilize

them to the students' advantage, the maturing process will occur and the

professional worker emerge.
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71. A student may bring to the field work experience a well established

pattern of dependency upon all figures seen to be in authority. Under

lying this may be a resentment of authority which can prevent learning.

It is important that the field instructor see through this outward

submission and dependency and support the student into becoming his own

authority, able to make decisions on his own initiative. .Personality

features of the field instructor, too, are of considerable importance

to this process. If the instructor enjoys the dependency of others then

the student may be faced with a contradictory set of instructions - one

verbal to "make up your own mind" and the other non-verbal - "always

remain dependent on my decisions". Needless to say, such a situation

can impede learning, for which order must be obeyed? The field

instructor, through impatience, pressure of other work or fear of the

dependency of others, may push the student into independence faster

than he can tolerate. This can result in a 'block' to learning, even

though there may be an outward compliance with the instructor's demands.

There will be no true maturing.

72. When a student is learning to become a social worker he is learning

hew roles. Throughout his lifetime an individual learns new roles by

adapting his behaviour to the expectations of others who are reciprocals

and through identification with others performing similar roles. From

this fact two things are evident about the student-field instructor

relationships the instructor should make explicit to the student his

expectations of the student in the process of becoming a social worker

and second, should offer himself as a professional person with whom the

student can identify. This identification is achieved through the

instructor giving support where needed, acceptance of the appropriate

strivings of the student to achieve status in his role, and reassurance

when the smooth progress of learning encounters the inevitable

interruptions. The student recognizes the instructor as someone who

understands his difficulties and has himself overcome them. When the

student identifies with the professional attitudes and skills of the

-instructor it does not mean that he strives to become like the
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instructor. The instructors through his respect for the individual

differences of the student; encourages the student in achieving his

own professional identity*

73.. Thus, the field instructor, should attempt to learn as much as

possible about the student as for example, what are his learning

patterns, his attitudes, biases and values^ what features of his

personality will help the necessary maturing process? what level of

performance can reasonably "be expected from this student? The instructor,

as part of the two-way process of relationship, should also be aware>of

himself, his reactions to the student and to the whole agency-learniiig

situation. He needs to understand his own tendencies and be able to

mobilize his teaching skills even for a student whom he may not like.

74. One of the most difficult tasks for the field instructor is to

give the learning experience in the agency a form and order, in the way

a course taught in a classroom has an order and sequence. An orderly

arrangement of learning experiences is a great help to the student and

progress is more rapid in the long run* The tendency is often to expect

the student to learn everything all at once, with the result that he

integrates nothing. An orderly sequence by content is most helpful

for the student. This is hard on the instructor who is aware of the;■"■

amount to be learned and may also be experiencing pressures from agency

administration to allow students to carry a regular worker's caseload.

The learning experience in practical work can never completely parallel

that of the classroom, nor should it, but a reasonable coincidence of

material discussed in the various courses with discussions in field

instruction sessions should be attempted.

75- In assigning tasks to students in field work the'educational value

of these should be the primary consideration. The not uncommon tendency

to regard students as a form of cheap labour should be resisted. A task

which the field instructor may have to undertake is to change the

attitudes of agency administration on this matter. The task may be made

more difficult by the student who wants to move away from his student
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status and be regarded as a fully competent worker, even without pay.

If the field instructor gives in to these pressures there will be

produced one more worker who can do but cannot think, who will negate

the significance of feeling and of human relationships and for whom

the potential as a first class worker is lost. What makes this situa

tion doubly difficult is that the student who is allowed to carry heavy

work responsibilities before he is ready, will show up so much better

in the initial stages of employment. However, it is only the exceptional

student who can rise above this handicap, and when his student days are

past,change his pattern to one of thoughtful planning, followed by

accurate and well-timed implementation. He is more likely to remain a

•rule of thumb1 worker who can contribute little to the cause of

national development.

76. If the emphasis in field instruction is to be upon the development

of the student as a thinking creative person, time must be allowed for

this to occur. A field placement of a few weeks1 duration is of little

value, for no more than a glimpse of what happens in that particular

welfare service can be gained. Time must be allowed for the student

to become involved in the process of change. It appears to be the

span of time which is important rather than the total number of hours

involved in the placement, although the principle of reinforcement of

learning militates against having the field work days too widely spaced.

If the field placement is planned to be concurrent with the classroom

instruction - two days a week for not less than four months is considered

the minimum for good results. A longer time span is preferable. If the

block plan is used, the school and the field instructor should be aware

that it takes roughly as long in time for the integration of learning

to occur. A block placement of four months might be considered a

desirable minimum. This span of time appears from observation, to be

crucial in the professional development of the social worker. Changes

in attitudes and ways of working usually seem to occur around the fourth

month of a field placement. A longer period of time allows for

consolidation of this change. A shorter time may prevent its occurence.
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In discussing the relationship of co-arse work to field work the Lusaka

Seminar; participants agreed that "at least three months of practical

work should fee set aside in a course lasting twelve months."-7

77. Some field instructors fear that by permitting a pace of work slow

enough..to ■ involve the student's thought processes,, they are encouraging

dependency and even laziness in the students. If this happens it is

not the fault of the method of instruction, but of the personality

structure'of the student. The healthy personality will seize upon the

situation to grow into greater maturity. The chronologically dependent

student will either utilize the time at his disposal to overcome his

dependency through"'identification with the instructor or will remain

dependent. Submitting him to pressures of more.work will not alter

this situation. - - j ■

78. If the field instructor is to make explicit to the student what

his expectations of the student's performance are then, obviously he

has to be clear himself as to what are the objectives of the field

work experience in terms of student learning and practice achievement.

These objectives may be formulated under the general headings of

knowledge and understanding, attitudes and skill objectives. For

examples •

(a) Knowledges To help the student acquire a knowledge and under

standing of the administrative- structure of the agency where

he isi placed^

(b.) Attitudess To help the student maintain an objective attitude

towards intra-group conflicts and help him, understand his own

feelings toward these conflicts 5

(°) Skills; To help the-.student stimulate the -enthusiasm of a

community in a self-help project.

1/ Op. Cit. SHTV35A page-
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79- ' To achieve such objectives, certain learning experiences have to

be selected and planned for, and in their selection five principles

may serve as guideliness " ■

(a) A worker must have experiences that give him an opportunity

to practice the kind of behaviour implied hy the objective.

(b) The learning experience must be such that the worker obtains

satisfaction from carrying on the kind of behaviour implied

by the objective.

. . (c) The reactions desired from the experience are within the

,-. -r range of possibility of the workers, involved. ■ -. .

'(■&) There are many particular experiences which can be' used to

obtain the same educational objectives. ' "'

'(e) The same learning experience will usually bring about several

oiitcomes.—'

80. In achieving the second objective listed above we find, for example,

that the field instructor may engage the student in any or all of the

following activitiesi

(a) Discuss the dynamic causes of group conflict per se. ..

(b) Identify those causes applicable.to the group in question.

(c) Explore the student's feelings about this particular conflict

and demonstrate acceptance of these feelings.

(d) Plan together what action might be taken to resolve the

conflict. ;

(e) Encourage the student to discuss these with the group and

allow the group freedom of action. '"

1/ Pohek, Marguerite Yi Teaching Methods and Techniques in In-Servioe
Training in Learning and Teaching in Public Welfare, p. 94, Vol. 1

of Report of the Co-operative Project.on Public Welfare Staff Train

ing, US Department of Health, Education and Welfare, Washington, I963
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■■"""" (f) iiVioou-age the student to report baak: ar.d analyse the group's

reaction.3-

81. Those learning r^3i.iencG3 aro Y-^t carried -out in the' practice

area and sei-^.to intonate th^y :^O ^otieo. Ohvioucly, tho

student yill not no ahl? to ^i-trU-l^w ra rJ.l of"those emotivities at

the. beginning of uis-field o^euer.oo, K.:.ny Trill be"'ou^idd the "

range of possibility' fo- the student at first, but a- coleotion can

.be made and s:; thoo-jtical lc--nin- is cdvanced, nore can be -introduced

into, idie disouoeior::*. It ±r. i:--;i^.tly helpful to tho student if he

,.5anr in th* ocvly r/c^jo: ; ccr^it riij lhi.nlo.n- and reactions to paper.

This iray ho rovic^ei at c. Aatc^ -; ^^ .cf leurMin^ =^d "t-3 B"tudcAit" £eto

fro^ this a pororption of hij ^,a f-.-cVA c.n-1 l feoU,,S

that a

82, "t ha?b"?.or" bo^:i "''ho .x.v/itlvj .U? Bco.lal Uvj..:": to cngajG students,

in field ffrrk Icar^i,- on .-.; iniilv UV.il ^:...;^ using a codified form

of 'tntorjia syG^Uo This JiotLcO. ha; m-'iy advantages, It er>..Vbles tho

^,^.T{,.>OV .■ ^ fl):;, '.;j.-'i ;hf. x ■■-■'iwil;.:.5 l-;,r...r.v..-:j problems of one.,

student c>\- a VUa.) and tr,:^ -jhc"i hla v;..c.;;.-..--;.d; 1 -_■ 1;'; ;:,n 1; 1 on, D;.fp.cult:,es;

othervTise hioh-.i- ±.. ■-:__:.,:, :. l\ ■ _:r , •■- 1 ^ht r;in j.ii he d^ait "Jxth as

required." ^tr_dc:rb-, ,i.c- tb-.v ■-■;;:;;'} *!■■ n-^-;- c:'..+'it.h^co ^^ the . .

inst^-'ctoi- vJli '■-I'i.^v.'iM-- r_ :,:. ::ho:ly- .;.j -■",.' icili-iGrj aud Trill cotively

seek help T.ith ^u^h ^^ilo; J.-i^. ; 'i .'^ v^l ati.rashxp oov.ecn student, and

ijQS-br:-.c':or -/;r-..vr^cr.u c:- a v.-i. ■■1;o^io ■.:.-:> .h,l;:'ly/^ic^Ly end the

student1 c; nxicn. j-j. '.---■:-^ .or - - _■ - '._■-'.■. ..,.....-■ '.a.L .;>^.. -^ . ,.'-.■ ^.^v .._ v^

rapidly, P.c;';;ist^roe^ ^c los.rair v buco.-.io r.loar aud can often be handled

more eff-scti'/sOy ^y tMr: .-refcod. "iC:.r-.i cti??nr;'J3 :ai attituda^ and feeling:

flhmit plii-'-!-- r-'i-1 ^f-'v t J Uiati ™ •; :-^<i hivoV.rad~ tho cno ■■bo"";/.ue method

of inntruotion i; ?r.*~r.1\:r-.bl'j. Icyo'to.-.! "'.r-^m obo c.L:..,^n- s own ouE3

records can be used rithout'tho rece-sity of oxpos^ig hio difficulties

to his follcvs.
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83. There are some drawbacks to this intensive use of the one-to-one
relationship. Some students are fearful of discussing material which

is highly charged with feeling for them, and a close, but professional

relationship with the instructor becomes a threat rather than a

support. There is some evidence that this use or non-use of the

relationship has strong cultural determinants. As a result, students

from some cultural groups may be slow in utilizing this method to

their advantage. Some students may tend to enter too quickly into a

passive-dependent relationship with the instructor; others may try to

utilize the time to focus attention upon their own, rather than the

client's problems. These are situations of which the instructor must
be aware and be able to handle.

84. A second method of field instruction coming into common use at the
present time is the firoup method, m this situation a group of students

» the same agency under the same field instructor meet regularly with

the instructor, each bringing the problems of practice which concern

him. These are discussed in the group and the instructor, serving as

an 'enabler' for the group, helps the members to help one another. 3h

this way, group members learn from eaoh other. The secret of the

successful use cf this method lies in the skill of the instructor in

inducting the discussion group. Opinions must be elicited from all

members of the group without allowing any one member to dominate the

discussion. Poous must be maintained upon the topic under discussion

but the instructor does not "take over". It is, however, a reinforce

ment cf learning for the group if the instructor sums up the learning

that has been achieved, the decisions reached and material which still

must be covered to make the learning situation meaningful.

85. When an instructor has a group of students in the same agency it'
can frequently be noted that each student seems to be experiencing

uncertainty or difficulty around the same general topic at the same

time. If bo, it is helpful for the instructor to indicate that no.*-

of the students seem to be having trouble with this and that at the next
session they should each come prepared tc discuss whatever aspect is
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bothering them so that they all can contribute to finding a solution

to the problem. If reading material is available, advance reading

can be suggested.

86. It may be appropriate on occasions for the instructor to 'take

over1 and instruct around a certain point if it is obvious the group

lacks the knowledge to discuss the topic in hand. This should be done

sparingly, especially if the students are also receiving classroom

instruction in the school at the same time. If this didactic teaching

is done9 it.should be stimulated "by the students themselves, and the

instructor should make it clear he is taking on this role performance

temporarily,, and the s-tu&ents should be assisted'to-return1 to iihe

discussion method afterwards.

87. Advantages in' the use of the group method are many. For students

whose oultural values are more related to group relationships, as is

true of many African countries, they frequently feel more at ease with

this method and can therefore learn more rapidly. The group is

supportive of its members but frequently is able to be more direct in

criticism. Some students acquire the courage to reveal their deficien

cies in learning and doing. Group learning also stimulates the emergence

of leadership c;* a constructive kind.

88. Group field instruction cannot take the place entirely of indivi

dual instruction, but in some instances may pave the way for the use of

individual instruction. In situations where the student is having

difficulties over the involvement of his feelings about certain cases

or situations with which he is working, sessions on a one-to-one basis

are a necessity. The content of these sessions is, of course, kept

confidential until the student is ready to share his experience with

the group as a whole. For a well-rounded programme of student field

instruction, provision for regular individual and group sessions should

be made, the timing of these has to depend upon the capacity and readi

ness of the students to benefit from each kind of experience. The use

of group instruction around problems of practice is of particular
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importance to non-professional workers undergoing in-service training.

The skill of the instructor in leading group discussions is of particular

importance here as it may be the most efficacious way of bridging the

gap between the 'doing' activities of the untrained worker and the

'thinking' activities which the agency is trying to encourage. Also

a group of non-professional workers will get support from each other

and may learn more readily as a result.

89. The workers who are undergoing some pre-service training will need

a good deal of administrative supervision as-well as practical work

instruction. This is particularly true at first. It should be remembered

that the laws of learning apply to these workers just as much as to

the professionals. They need to progress from the simple to the complex,

with plenty of reinforcement of learning on the way. The pace of work

may be increased for these people, as the emphasis is on doing, rather

than thinking but it is a false economy to present them with a full

load of work at first and expect good results.

90. One great handicap facing African schools is the difficulty in

securing the right kind of field instruction for students. It is

possible that one of the reasons may be that this service is not paid

for directly but is regarded as an rextra1 by means of which the

instructor makes a contribution to the profession. If it can be

arranged by the training institutions, it might be worthwhile experi

menting, for a few years, with paying persons who are qualified and

suitable for field instruction on a full-time basis, as are olassroom

instructors. Each instructor could have responsibility for the field

work of six or eight students as a full time job- Field work instruc

tion should be regarded as of equal importance to classroom instruction

and as members of the teaching staff, the field work instructors would

be responsible to the school for a high calibre of work. They would

also receive their appointments with the approval of the services

concerned, and might even be seconded by the service for such a

purpose.
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91. School administrators frequently do not .budget for this service.

To strengthen this part of the educational programme for students it

is essential that it "be recognised "by administration to be as important

as the academic side of the pn op;??amme.. The same criteria are required

for field instruction as for otL.3r types, "but with special.emphasis

upon practice or teaching skills, It :i.g particularly important that

the Field Work Instructor -". : good working relations with the agency

to which he is attached* He will often "be in a position to help the

agency in many wayso" Agencies frequently find they are able to raise
f ■ ■■ ."-.■■.

their standards by having a good siz^d student unit working in their

midst. This work cannot be done adequately by classroom teaching staff

already loaded with full time teaching and administrative duties.

Section 7 s Evaluation of Student Progress

92•" One of the essential tasks of an institution which is training

social workers is to evaluate the students1 progress and final standing.

This involves more than giving a mark for an examination^ because this

evaluation should determine the ability of the trainee to function as

a professional person. There should bo included not only an assessment

of the level of knowledge he has acquired, but also his ability -to

relate this knowledge to practice, his skills in practice and his

attitudes to his works his clients and his colleagues.

93» Making such an evaluation is not simple. Bscause we have no

system of objective measureme.it for most of the things we hope to

evaluate, we are required to 'pass judgement* upon them. The obviously

subjective nature of this activity is of concern to the conscientious

instructor. The results of such an evaluation may depend more upon the

attitudes of the instructor than.the achievements of the student. How

ever, we have some guidelines which, can give .some system to the final

product. ;. .. . :

94« First, it is important to understand that the evaluation is part

of the educational process in which the student is involved. This means
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that the student himself is involved in making the evaluation. The

learning situation is heightened for him if he is required to consider

how well he has learned| how well he can do various tasks, where his

strengths and weaknesses lie. To do this the student must be aware

from the "beginning of his student life that an evaluation of his work

will be necessary and that this will be a joint effort between his

instructors and himself, especially his field work instructor.

95• The evaluation of field and class work should be an on-going

process. For field work especially it should commence early in the

student's placement, with progress, difficulties and various types of

experience being duly noted and discussed so that the experiences will

have educational value. Students should be kept informed as to where

they stand, when they do well, and where more progress is needed,

96. If an instructor has clarified for himself in advance what he

expects his students to be able to accomplish in various areas during

the field placement, the final evaluation will not be too difficult

to formulate. Hence a set of objectives of student learning and

achievement is of considerable value. These objectives may be grouped

under such broad headings as followss

A. Direct Service to clients.

i. Application of knowledge

ii. Skills demonstrated

iii. Attitudes, principles, values as expressed in behaviour,

B. Administrative Procedures

i. Knowledge of these

ii. Ability to carry out procedures

iii. Attitudes;

a. Towards administrative procedures

b. Toward colleagues and others (in working

relationship)
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Each, level of .training -will have its o\m expectations of achievement in

each of these areas- Thus a student who,, at the end of his first year

of training might achieve a standing; of 'very good' for his ability to

organise a children1s .group, at-the ond of his second year would he

expected to achieve ;jomethin£ more, complex, such as: resolving inter-

group conflicts in order to receive a standing of 'very good'.

97, In order to reduce the subjectivity of the evaluative procedure

as much as possible it may "be useful to develop a simple four-point-

rating scale for each student achievement being assessed. Ths four

points might "be. designateds 1 - weak, 2 - reasonable good, 3 - very

good,' ■.■i4^.; excellent. The instructor must tl:-z\ decide what level • 6£ ~

activity he Considers 'weak' or 'reasonably good1 and so on for each

level ©f training- For example a first yoar student who showed no

■interest i.n" "his clients would'be rated■weak iii attitudes. He might -

;al3G bc-'-rated weak, if, at"-the end of the first year ■he-demoxistratea

an-«tfer-identi.fi oat ion with- his clients, ■ "but very good ;If he could -

.r.euia.in objective about them in the face -Qi\ their .anger* ..-. - - , ■;

96. In'preparing for evaluation, instructors will need evidence-from

practice f-Gf-the student1 e " knowledge, attitudes and -skills. This

evidenGu'4,ill"be-roridy at 'hand.1 "if simple notes-are kept about the-

studentf a Learning- experiences as the-training "period progresses-'

95?.' While the preparation may appear ' rj time-consuming at first

and it may well take several months to T-ork oat a satisfactory plan -

once it is completed it will'be possiblo to prepare evaluations on a

number of "students which will possess objectivity and will give a

reasonably accurate picture of what oach can do and where each stands

in relation to the others- That the students too? must also look at

their own professional behaviour and attempt to rate it on a. .simple.

scale, means that they will have the opportunity to be-realistic about

themselves, their strengths and weaknesses and their professional

competence.

1/ A rating scale with even numbers reduces the possibility of having

the rating cluster around the mid-point ±n cases when there is

uncertainty of student standing-
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Section Q% The Development of Indigenous Teaching Materials

100. When and how to secure teaching materials which will aid students

in achieving the educational objectives laid down for the various

courses in the curriculum is a constant problem confronting the social

work educator. This is a universal problem facing American, Asian

and African educators alike. It is particularly acute in regions

where socio-cultural backgrounds and assumptions about human behaviour

differ from those in areas producing most of the current professional

literature. Different levels of social development throughout the

world add greatly to the difficulties encountered when an educator

tries to use in one country material developed in another.

101. It is not the intention in this section to offer guidelines as

to how this problem can be solved by social work educators in Africa,

but to review the efforts toward this end made by a similar group in

Asia and the Par East. Following this review a few additional comments

and suggestions will be made in the hope that the entire problem can be

discussed at this Seminar and some decisions made for future action.

102. The document under review is the report of a working group which

met in Bangkok, 2-12 September 1964, under the auspices of the

Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East (ECAFE), the United

Nations Bureau of Social Affairs and Technical Assistance Operations,

to consider the development of indigenous teaching material for social

work.-' It consists of two parts. The first is a series of working

papers prepared by members of the working party who came from Australia,

India, Indonesia, Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines and

Thailand. The second part (Annexes) contains a useful paper prepared

by a United Nations Consultant-'entitled "Guidelines for the Discussion

on the Development of Indigenous Teaching Materials".

l/ Report of the Working Group on the Development of Indigenous Teach
ing Material for Social Work, Bangkok, 2-12 September 1964> ECAFE,

E/C2J.11/672.

2/ Miss Frances Tasas of India.
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103. The six working papers contained in Part I are upon the follow

ing topics; 'Socio-Cultural Factors, Social Casework, Social Group Work,

Community Organization and Community Development, Social Work-Administra

tion and Supervision in Social Work. Each paper follows the same

general plan, the content of which appears to have been derived from

twelve working papers prepared by members of the working party. The

plan followed is roughly as follows 1 A statement of the educational

objectives to be achieved in each area of study §'the type of learning

experience which can be used to achieve the objectives^ the problems

of securing suitable teaching material in each study area^ and what has

been done in''the region represented by the participants to produce and

use indigenous material. Each paper is concluded with a selected

bibliography;of material in the subject under discussion produced by

each country, as much as selections from foreign material found useful

in the..region.

104. "'The following were given as sources of suitable teaching materials

Social Work and Social Science Journals? both Asiatic and foreign5

student theses, faculty and governmental research; creative literature

which includes works of fiction, biography, autobiography and folk-rlo.res

student assignments and case records- A number of countries reported

using tape-recordings,and films, even though foreign,.to good advantage,

especially in teaching socio-cultural factors in social work.

105. General dissatisfaction was expressed over the use of foreign

text books, :but a number of these have been translated into various

Asiatic languages. The objections to the texts were chiefly related

"to: the assumptions made about human behaviour which were not neces

sarily valid in Asiatic countriesj the degree of sophistication of

practice reflected in the texts and the idiom in which they were written

being unfamiliar. The following comments were made concerning the

use of foreign frfcxts: Though Western text books have contributed

valuable material to casework concepts and principles, they have often

not proved meaningful - in their application to conditions in the region.-7

l/ Ibid., page 26.
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"It becomes the instructor's responsibility to select whatever is

relevant from these texts for the local scene and to make adaptations

.in the.light of.the cultural values and the norms found in a given
l/

country situation."-' Favourable comment was made upon one foreign

group work publication for its .simplicity of language and the fact

that it outlined recent developments in theoretical concepts and
2/

practiced. A further comment was made-on the need for text-books in

the section on Supervisions. 'A very real need for a written, text on

the supervisory process suitable for use in this region.1 The fact

is that there is not a text anywhere on the supervisory processj but

many'articles and books written upon certain aspects of the process.

106. A useful suggestion was made in the section on Community Organiza

tion and"Community Development, It"was that Schools of Social Work

'might set up projects and keep records of the development of these'

projects which could then be used for teaching purposes. Another

suggestion, was that instructors participate in community action-oriented

programmes and record.their activities in a form suitable for -teaching

purposes. ■ ...

107. The General Findings of this working party expressed the opinion

that "a planned production of literature for teaching purposes was

needed." It was thoiight that this material should be "systematically

collecteds tested and processed in a scientific manner, so that it can

be used .for teaching." The opinion was further expressed that this was

a task-which required "leadership, effort, trainings time, money and

literary skill" and -ihat. social workers lacked these requirements to

undertake the taskg therefore there, was need for a special arrangement

to make the teaching materials available ;■ . There were seven recommenda

tions made? the implementing of which it was thought,-would be of ...

assistance .in producing indigenous teaching materials. .These recommenda

tions had .'.to do with the establishment of national;committees, a regional

1/ Ibid.3 page 40.

2/ Konopka, Gisela - Social Group Work % a helping processs New Jersey,
Prentice Hall.
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committee and clearing house, the role of ECAFE, and the desirability

of periodic meetings and other means of communication between the

countries concerned.

108. As was mentioned previously, this is a universal problem. The

teachers of social work in the United Kingdom and France cannot use

material developed in the United States with unqualified success. It

is doubtful whether African social work educators could use Asian

material any more successfully. In the writer's opinion, the problem

even goes further than this. The choice and use of teaching materials

is a matter of individual preference related very much to individual

teaching style and perception of ideas of where the focus and emphasis

needs to be put at a given time in the course. It is suggested that

one cause of the difficulties encountered in the use of foreign materials

may lie in the tendency to "rote" learning, where the student takes

every word at its face value and commits it to memory. 'Rote teaching1

can be equally disastrous if instructors give lectures 5 however

faithfully reproduced, from notes taken in their own student days in

some Western university. It is suggested that flexibility, imagina

tion, practical experience and a sound grasp of fundamental concepts

is more important in the development of indigenous material than having

it "systematically collected, tested and processed in a scientific

manner." Many teachers can provide evidence that much teaching material

collected and processed in this way tends to lie dormant in the inner

recesses of desks or filing cabinets.

109• The suggestion made here is not that it is useless to develop

indigenous teaching material, - in fact it is very important that it

be done - but that its collection and use is a highly individual matter

and that the chief contribution any group of experts can make to its

production is not informing or serving on committees, spending long

hours in reading voluminous records, or even in attending conferences

with all expenses paid, but in developing ideas which will help social

work teachers to develop their own materials.
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110. This, in fact, is what was done in the Annex and Appendix A of

t&e document received. Any teacher wishing to develop indigenous :

teaching material can do no "better than study these sections of the

document carefully and then act accordingly. Suggestions might be

given in this part of-the discussions to relate any relevant national

experiment or programme in the development of indigenous teaching

material. The UAE.have an interesting scheme. With the assistance of

a United Nations expert, a centre for making toys for children from

local material has been started, for use of personnel working in

children's institutions.
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PART III

ADMINISTRATION AND STAFFING OF SCHOOLS OF SOCIAL WORK

. Section 9s Adminstration of Schools of

Social Work

111. The Director of a School of Social Work usually carries a three

fold responsibilitys of consultant in social welfare matters, of teacher

with the concomitant educational duties, and of administrator of the

school. An administrator's task is to facilitate the work of others

and "to make possible the achievement of objectives toward which the

organization is striving. A good administrator in any field of work

is able to think clearly upon issues of policy, organise his work well,

make sound decisions, inspire and hold the esteem and loyalty of his

staff and, where appropriate, delegate both responsibility and authority

for the performance of certain tasks, while being knowledgeable about

what is happening in all branches of his organization,

112. Specifically, the administration of a school of social work may

have three main areas of responsibilitys (a) business affairs? (b) student

affairs; and (c) educational matters. These will frequently overlap in

their performances

(a) Business affairs;

The Director is responsible for formulating the budget for

the school usually drawn up about a year in advance of its

use. The budget items will differ for each school, but all

will include items on expenditure for salaries of both teach

ing and secretarial staff, office and classroom supplies,

purchase of equipment such as typewriters, mimeographing

machine, tape recorders, etc. Expenditure for the purchase

of library books is always an important item, whether it is

included in the school "budget or general university library

budget. In some schools items for expenditure on travel

for both faculty and students may occur in connexion with
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field placements. If the school of social work is part of

a university, certain guidelines and formulae for devising

the budget will be available from the bursar and will be

in keeping with; other departments of the university. When

the school presents-'special situations not encountered by

other departments or faculties, the Director may have,to

explain and justify these expenditures to the administrative

head of the institution. One example of this, might be the

need to pay salaries of Field work Instructors and give them

faculty appointments as suggested in Part II of this paper.

Such appointments do not meet with the approval of university

administrations because the persons concerned may lack

qualifying degrees. Finally, it is the responsibility of

the Director to see that the budget or any part of it is

not overspent, unless with permission of the Board of

Governors, Government Department concerned or Administrative

Head of the University - whichever is appropriate.

Student affairs;

The final decision upon admission standards is liable to

rest with the Director, as does the final decision upon the

admission of individual students to the school. The Director

here may find it appropriate to use a small faculty committee

to recommend standards of admission after they have carefully

explored the factors involved. This committee might well

be given the responsibility of investigating and recommend

ing the action to be taken upon each applicant for admission,

but the final decision is made by the Director. The Director

also has the final decision upon students1 promotions, or

upon requiring withdrawal from the school because of unsatis

factory work. When the school is part of a university, this

point may have to be worked out with the university authorities.

It should be clear that, as a professional school, a school

of social work is responsible to the profession for the calibre
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' of person it designates as professionally trained. It is

not simply a matter of marks that are high enough to satisfy

the university. Professional attitudes and standards of

behaviour are also important. The Director of the school

may find it appropriate to delegate the responsibility for

watching over the progress of individual students to members

of the teaching staff. Any problems which might arise would

"be reported to the Director who would, if required, assist

the staff member in working out solutions to these problems.

(p) Administration of Educational Matters

(i) Appointment of Teaching Staff. If the School if part

«f a university, these appointments are usually made

by a joint agreement between the Director and University

authorities. Factors to be considered in making

appointments ares knowledge, competence and experience

in the field of social work; demonstrated knowledge of

the particular area of studies to be taught; ability

to teach, ability and willingness to work with others

in developing a good programmed Before an appoint
ment is made the Director should make clear to the

prospective staff member the entire list of duties,,

teaohing and otherwise, for which he, will be responsible,

as well as the beginning salary offered and any fringe

benefits to which he is entitled. The Director would

be well advised to explore with the candidate the

expectations the latter may have concerning such matters

as time and opportunity for research, Nothing destroys

morale so quickly as great expectations dashed by

pressures of reality.

l/ See Section 10, on Recruitment of Staff,
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(ii) Organization of the Curriculum. The Director should

be aware of the nature of the social changes taking

place in his country. He should be aware of change

which should be made in the curriculum so that the

students will be adequately equipped to understand

and work with those changes. The Director might find

it appropriate to entrust the task of curriculum

development to a committee of faculty, but he should

at all times be aware how the various courses are

helping to achieve the objectives of the school, and

are meeting the requirements. _bf tjje. university and

the needs of the students.

113* The Director should show an active interest and concern in the

quality of field work experiences of students. It is usually desirable

that one faculty person has the responsibility for carrying out the

administrative details of the field work programme. The Director

should make final policy decisions upon the use of particular services

as field work placements and maintain contact with the administrative

heads of those agencies.to facilitate the necessary co-operation between

school and agency or service,

114* Finally, the Direotor will be called upon to represent the school

in many situations. He must be able to speak for the school and should

therefore have his "fingers on the pulse" of the organization. This

is not done in a restrictive sense but in the spirit of co-operation

with faculty. His is an enabling function so that faculty can initiate

and parry out good ideas of policy and programme development.

115» A final comment related to administrative matters is worth making.

The education of social workers cannot be done cheaply, whether it is

done within a university, a special school or within an agency, as a

side-line to the service to clients. The Administrator of the training

programme will almost inevitably encounter considerable criticism for

the costs inourred. Social workers require good teaching, good libraries,

good field instruction, With the competition that exists for good people
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in every field, social work training cannot hope to come out even with-

ither disciplines in this competition by paying its faculties less

than others.

Section 10. Recruitment and Selection of Staff for

Schools of Social Work

116. The practice of any profession cannot rise :far above the level

of training its members receive. The level of training will depend

upon the equality of the staff responsible for the training. It is,

therefore, of utmost importance that the Directors of Schools of Social

Work secure the "best qualified staff possible. There are four attributes

which characterize the well-qualified staff-member of a schnol of social

works (a) he should have had enough satisfactory practical experience

to give him gcod understanding of the subjects he is going to teach

and skill in their practical application^ (b) he should /be committed

to the values and ethics of the profession; (c) he should have the

ability to teach? and (d) he should have good academic standing in the

basic disciplines, e.g. social sciences as well as in social work

subjects. It may "be worth commenting that the possession of one

attribute in no way presumes the existence of the others in the same

person.

117. Realistically it will be very difficult to find all of these

attributes in one person wno dt the same timo wants a position with a

school of social work. There is much competitioi: from every field for

persons with good aoademic standing, and the standing of the profession

in most ccjuLunities is such that suitable candidates are attracted to

other fields. This is the dilemmas suitable applicants cannot be secured

in numbers sufficient that a choice can be made oecause of the relatively

low status of the profession. The status of the profession cannot "be

raised until the instructional standards are better. Thus the shortage

of staff has a self-perpetuating effect.'
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118. If the Director 01 a school is fortunate enough to have more than

one applicant for a post,-it may be necessary to establish some priority

amon^ the above named attributes. There can be no hard and fast rule

about such priorities but a few points may serve as guideliress

(a) If the..-.s.chqol..is_ .part of a university* .the academic require

ments may be so-rigid as' to ignore other attributes. Discus

sion between the Director and university administration may,

help to alleviate this problem.

(b) A. 'balanced* staff is an advantage for a school. Individual '

differences can be encouraged with advantage, as it gives

the students a wider range of personalities with whom to

identify and,■therefore, from whom they can learn,

(c) Staff can frequently be drawn from among those graduates of

the school who showed promise in their student days and since,

in practice. It is especially useful to keep a lookout for

persons who have given good service as field work instructors.

Whoever is appointed and whatever attributes they may possess

the Director should attempt to identify the deficiencies

and enlist the co-operation of the appointee in remedying

these as far as possible.

119. Many schools of social work in Africa seek to solve their problem .■

of staff shortage by employing foreign (non-African) personnel, because

social work, by its very nature, is so closely tied to the culture of

the country where it is practiced, such appointments can present rany

difficulties. If such appointments must be made? "the applicant should

have, in addition to the other necessary attributes, a high degree of

adaptability and a willingness to learn about the.country and people

whom he will be serving.. It should be possible %o make some, arrange

ment for a period of orientation so that the learning will be possible.

Every encouragement should be given to continue the learning process

throughout this study.
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120 The whole problem of staff shortages is one of vital importance

to social welfare in Africa. Social welfare programmes can only be

as effective as the people who administer and serve in them. These

people will be no better than they are trained to be. A recent state

ment by the Executive Secretary of ECA,i/ stressed the need for concrete
projects, and placed the "t^ing of manpower of all kinds,"-' at the

top of the priority list. Ho time should be lost in implementing a

plan to 'train trainers' in social work.

121. Before terminating this section, a few comments may be useful on

sending people abroad to foreign institutions to prepare them as faculty

members of schools of social work'in Africa. Doubtless the student

will learn a good deal if he stays long enough. He may learn a lot

about some aspects of social work. On the whole, this is more likely

to be an expensive and time-consuming activity. Equally satisfactory,

if not better, results could be achieved by developing a good programme

of advanced training in some African countries where the social and

cultural conditions are somewhat familiar. The discussion leaders'

attention is drawn to suggestions for buch a plan outlined in Part V

of this paper.

1/ Statement made tc the Seventh Session of ECA, Hairott, 9-23 February

1965. Item 5? E/CN.14/294? page 4.

2/ Italics fcy the writer:
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PART IV

IN-SERVICE TRAIIOTG

Section 11. The Nature of In-Servics Training

122, ■ This is a form of training conjno.nly used by governments and

other agencies throughout the world in orrler to equip social workers

to operate with maximum effectiveness, in particular welfare settings.

By definition the courses are given to the employees of a particular

service while in full time employment there. Such courses may vary

in length and method of presentation. In many places staff meetings,

where educational material is presented and discussed, are seen as a

form of in-service training. In urban centres social workers from a

given service may meet once a week for, say, ten weeks to attend classes

in a particular subject given by an instructor from a university, or

by a practitioner from another discipline. At other times the employ

ing service may arrange a week—long seminar or workshop and give

educational leave to certain workers to attend. In—service training

oourses are given to professionally trained social workers as well as

non-professional (untrained) workers. There would frequently be

differences in the courses planned for each group.

123. In—service training is not meant to take the place of full-time

professional training but is meant to supplement it. For this reason

it is beneficial to have close collaboration in planning and teaching

in-service soursss between institutions giving full-time professional

training and government departments (or other services) giving in-service

training. It is not economical in time or money'for either training

programme to ignore the other. If they do, there will be needless

overlapping in some parts of the curricula and "serious gaps in others.

If the professional full-time training programme ..is broadly based and

generic in nature, the in-service programme can be focussed on specific

knowledge and skills required to carry out the functions of that parti

cular agency. The in-service training instructor should be as familiar
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with the principles of generic social work as the full-time instructor

in a professional school and his knowledge of teaching methods should

be equally sound. In fact, "because of the rather concentrated and

often seemingly disjointed nature of in-service courses, the demands

upon the instructor for good teaching techniques is often greater,

124. Full-time in-service training courses are sometimes given to

non-professional workers, i.e. those who have no qualification from

a professional school or institute. There is frequently a pre-service

training programme followed lay some full-time in-service courses after

the worker has been employed in active duty for some time. A possible

plan for the utilization of "both in-service and full-time professional

training facilities in a comprehensive five-level scheme is given at

Part V.

125. The systematic well-organized use of in-service training can do

much to keep alive the worker's interest in the profession and in his

own professional development. Tt should serve to encourage further

professional training on a full-time "basis.

Section 12. Planning of Short Courses for In-service

Training Programmes

126. In-service training can take many forms. It can be planned so

that a part of every staff meeting will he dsvoted to increasing the.

knowledge and widening the work horizons of staff members, workers

themselves can organize periodic discussion groups on subjects related

to their work, "Case" conferences held with the assistance of a well-

informed consultant can lead to better work performance. Seminars,

workshops or conferences can all help if they are properly planned.

Probably the most effective forms of in-service training are properly

phased refresher courses. It is proposed in this section to discuss

how these refresher courses might be planned in order to secure the

most effective results.
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127. In the first., place there nesd to "be certain administrative and

substantive limits set clearly and explicitly from the moment that

planning commences.. There also need tote limits in the selection of

participants. Fot the best results the group should be as homogeneous

as possible. Similarity of training background and level of experience

are good criteria. This makes it possible to direct the content of

the course to a level of understanding which neither bores nor frustrates

the participants for if this happens the benefits of the course will

be lost. Participants should be drawn from services whose functions

are similar. This gives the members a common bond of understanding

from the start and helps to initiate the group process which is so

valuable for short-time learning experience.

128. The course must be planned with a reasonable time limit in mind.

People in active employment in busy services cannot be spared from

their posts for long. Neither are active people accustomed to sitting

and absorbing ideas all day long, for these reasons the course should

not be too long. On the other hand, it should be of sufficient length

to cope with the chosen subject adequately and also to warrant the

expenditure of time and money in bringing workers to the centre where

the course is to be held. 'Obviously there" can be no hard and" fast

rules as to length, but the training officer must determine this by

applying the foregoing criteria. If careful evaluations are made'of "

these courses offered over a period of time, experience will provide

a useful guide for the future, ■■

129. A full-time short course may extend anywhere from .two days fo

four or even six weeks. Experience shows that, on the whole, the former

is too brief to accomplish much more than having the participants get

to know each other, and the latter too long for any course for employed

workers other than an introductory or pre-service course in *hich the

participants have a great deal to learn about the structure and function

of their service and how to work with people. The length of time

selected for a course will depend in part upon the topic chosen. Topics

that are ^ery general will require extended time to cover related themes
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adequately. -The more specific and narrow the topic the shorter can ■

"be the time required to deal with it adequately-

130. Suppose that a government department decides that the workers In

institutions for healthy children need a course on the care of children

we would find when we look into the topic that it involves such a wide

scope that it could not be covered in the time for which staff members

could be released from their duties to attend. It would, therefore,

be better to break such a topic up into a series of sub-topics, more

explicit than the first, and then offer series of courses of one or

two weeks each which when completed would have covered the material

adequately and, in addition the material would have been presented in

a manner that the participants could absorb readily.

131. Because institutional care of children is, at its best, a poor

substitute for family life and, hopefully, is to be regarded as an

interlude between experiences of family life, a possible series of

topics, each one becoming the theme of a week or a two^week course,

might be as follows? (a) Family Life and its influence upon the grow

ing child, (b) The Admission of a Child to an Institution, (c) The

Physical care of Children in Institutions, (d) The Psycho-Social Ueeds

of Children in Institutions, (e) The He-entry of the Child into Family

Life and the Role of the Institution in this experience,

132. As a rule, each general topic can be sub-divided in this way,

so as to provide a theme for one short course. It is always sound

practice to develop in-service short courses in a series, so that

continuity and sequence are provided and the learning potential heightened

by the reinforcement which is gained by approaching the broad theme

from several points of view,

133. The short course with a specific theme is then planned first by

formulating the educational objectives to be attained in the time allotted.

What can realistically be achieved will depend upon the educational

background and experiences of the participants. When the objectives

are decided upon (see section on Curriculum Planning) then the learning
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experiences must be selected. This step in planning is of particular

importance in courses where participants are spending the whole day

learning instead of doing. In order to maintain interest throughout

the day, a "change of pace" must be planned for. Also techniques

should be used which help to involve the participants in active "doing"

which helps to integrate the knowledge made available in the course.

The learning experiences should be varied enough to allow for both

group and private participation, as well as a quiet time for reading

background material. Such activities as visits to institutions are

also useful.

134. When the objectives .and the learning- experiences have been decided

upon, the programme for each day should then be mapped out. Each day

can be devoted to one facet of the course material. The times of day

when it is hardest to concentrate, or when group activity reaches its

peak are noted and events planned accordingly. Lectures are not planned

for a time of day when most people find it hard to concentrate. If

visits are to be made outside the training centre, spacing of these

is desirable so that the change of pace will refresh the participant.

A planned "briefing" prior to the visit with opportunity for discussion,

following, enhances the value of this type of learning experience.

135. It is frequently helpful, especially to non-academic participants,

to have a member of the group give a summing up of what has been gained

in each day's programme. This may be done at the close of the day or

the beginning of the next. It refreshes the memory of participants and

serves to tie together the whole programme. It is important that the

time-table should not be so crowded that the participants become exhausted

and lose enthusiasm for learning and the desire to try out new patterns

of work when they return to their duties.

136. Courses designed by government departments or by private (voluntary)

agencies are of great value to professional and non-professional workers

alike. They deal directly with the actual work being done in any service

and therefore they help to sharpen the skills of the workers attending.
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For the professionally trained worker they supplement the more generated

theory and praotioe gained at training institutions. Courses given to

non-professional workers provide in most instances the only opportunity

such workers have of developing and refining their skills. Proper

planning can enhance the effectiveness of the courses in toth-instances.
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PART Y

an afpjja iujgi.iul plait f^r thaifing scci^ .■.\-hkers

AT Fm LJ7TL3 (Nj.TIliTAL CR 3UB-R3GICNAL B-.

Introduction

137- The purpose of this section of the paper is to present to the

participants, for discussion, a generic plan for training social workers

which could be nation-rfi&e and might provide a relatively uniform plan for

a large segment of the continent. It is arranged with the following points

in minds

(a) The training and educational programme is planned according

to the tasks to be performed by Vaz worker.

(b) There is a wids range 01 tasks to be performed by social

workers and it should be possible to group together those tasks

which require a ;oramon level of training.

(c) i. progression in learning is required between one level and

another,

(d) The plan provides for a method of promotion from one level

to another for competent workers as they take further training.

(e) It would ensure that pei-scns reaching teaching and/or administrative

levels would be solidly grounded in practice and would have had an

opportunity to reach maturity.

(f) It makes it possible for the non-professional to become

professional.

(g) Persons training for ths tcp level (advanced) might be trained at

€. central or sub-regional institution (university) with those in

similar situations from adjoining countries.

(h) Such a plan should bo regarded as capable of further development

as the personnel situations and the welfare programmes of various

countries undergo changes.
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133. *.hen the various pi .mis and curricula for training social workers in

*fric:. are reviewed, it becomes apparent that there is a wide diversity

in standards, content of studios and expectations of performance of trained

graduates. Some of this diversity is inevitable owin£ to the differing

economic and cultural conditions of the regions where training tal.es place,

the ?.;vel of education of the students and other factors. There is,

however, some confusion, about fundamentals, which underlies much of the

diversity and, vhile some diversity in itself is appropriate and even to be

encouraged, confusion over fundamentals is not.

139. In the first place, there are wide differences in perception of whit

social work is, what social workers do and how they do it. These are

fundamental questions, the answers to which are praciss enough to serve c.s

guides for a fairly uniform content in curricula, but at the same time

bro-.d enough to allow for the differences.

14'. .11 social work c;,n be thought of as a problem-solving process. The

problems are those of social relationships, whether between individuals or

within groups or institutions, or relationships between one segment of a

community and another. To solve these probl3rns there must be, on the part of

the social worker, knowledge and understanding of behaviour in individuals,

groups, institutions _.nd communities so that an assessment of the situation

can b: made and the people concerned involved in working out answers to their

proDl-Eis. This also requires skill which can be acquired only in practice and

undar the guidance of ,nore skilled and knowledgeable persons.

141. Social workers also work within an institutional setting of a

particular service or agency. These agencies are usually desired to deal

with some segment of the community's social problems - sach with its own

function, policies, rules and regulations. :iere of course, variations :.ill

occur, but the fundamental situation remains the eame - the social worker has

to work within the framework of his agency's policy, guided by rules and

regulations. The knowledge needed here is not only the detailed regulations of

one ^oncy, but a knowled-e of the broad principles o:, agency function, his

own and others. Social workers will be required to organize and administer

thes? services and frr.-quaiitly to recommend appropriate social welfare
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policies to the governing bodies of the agencies, agencies are thought

of as resources to be used in solving social problems. The relation

between agency policy and national social policy is a further extension

of the knowledge required by a social worker.

142. Prom this brief and incomplete survey of what a social worker must

know and be able to do, it will be obvious th^t there will be several

levels of knowledge and skill at which workers will operate.. It will

also be obvious that a very wide area of knowledge can be used by the

social worker, Reality forces us to recognize that'no human being can

learn it all and especially within a. relatively short span of time. It

then becomes imperative that social ^ork. education be selective as to

content to be taught - especially in the field of the social sciences -

choosing from areas of study such as sociology> anthropology9 psychology,

economics, only certain concepts of which will increase the worker's under

standing of human behaviour. This selection and the depth to which the

concepts are examined'should be determined by the expectations the school

has did ultimately the employing agency will have, of the level of in

tegration between theory and practice by workers at the different levels

which can be accomplished. l:The- total content of the curriculum should

be ruthlessly cut down to the bare essentials (even at the cost of

leaving out some "essentials") judged by the criterion of irhat students

can really assimilate in the tii»e available and what they will use later"-^

'"The"questions 'controlling the'content of training'will be, thereforer.

T*hat are the functions social workers should be able to perform in the

exercise of their professional duties ? At what levels of training and

experience can t.-.ese functions be performed adequately ? If we accept

the principles inherent in these two questions it should be possible to

devise a reasonably systematic plan for training and one which adheres to

standards required of the.professions but at the same time within reach

of.students i:ith the required level of maturity and academic background.

1/ Training for social work. Third International Survey, United Nations
New York, 1958, p. 133.
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143. Conditions of ra^id social cbcn^e 'ill inevitably produce new

functions for social -.-oncers to carry out. These functions should,

h^revers f-11 T.ithin the area of .^pots-ce of the social -01-ker, namely

problem-solving in the field of social relationships e.nd social role

performance. It does aot ,,ean that social ■.-orj.ers should he expected to

be all things to all men, or t!u~t the- ta^e on the rightful functions

of other professions „ a Oooi de^l of study and thought is required to

determine hoi: and for ^at suciai orkers should be trained. To quote

from the addendum to the \"ec..ppraisd of the liiitcd ih tipns Social oervice

programme,

"The preconditions for the necessary development of a new outlook

on training are, first, the recognition that seme kind of training

for the performance of different functions in social welfare is

necessary and, secondly, that none, of the e;:i£tin£ patterns of

training necessarily U^s ^eneral validity and universal applicability.

"On the iriiolej, it seems that training for a number of possible

functions should start £;t a younger ago t>..,n the present requirements

of maturity T-rould allou^ tiu.t it should stress values and develop

attitudes to a ^renter extent thc,n> on tho . vcruL e 5 it doos at

present> that its forms should 03 more versatile and the educational

results more adaptable to various 1. ter careers c.nd specialisations.

It should both eneor:;-L,.ss a ^roater ranc e of c:-:istii^ possibilities

and provide scope for a greater diversity of future orientations than

the -resent system of educc.ticn^l s-vecialization generally permits" I/

Functional definitions

144. Before d8V3lopinL the broad outlines of a training plan which might

conceivably encompass the requirements contained in the above quotations

it is necessary to provide the reader vith some functional definitions of

terms used to designate different levels of workers t.nd different t^ pes of

training noi" oper-^-cing in many countries s inclu^ in^ Africa,

(a) Professional bocial T-'o-rker .... - ....

One ho irc-cxices skills in enhancing the social functioning

of human beings and ir.proving their social relationships. His

knovTled£,e, attitudes and values are bc.sed upon the social and

l/ Pusics Eugene V. hoappraisal of the hnited Fc.tions bocial Service

Programme.; _. ddenduiii, pa\^.. 202s 203*
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biological sciences, his Gicills lie in the conscious use of

self and tlie ,pPlic.tion of tho Goci,,l vork me thod to a T-ide

variety of situations inclu-a^. direct service to individuals,

groups and communities3 .Ministration, supervision and ■

teaching. He is able to i,,;^ decisions involving both action

and j.iicy based upon the principles <,na_ methodology of the

profession rat,,cr trian by "rule of tl:umbi;.

The i':on-?rofessiont 1 Worker

A vorker, -het. er p,ia or unpaid (volunteer) t^io carries

.out certain specified social welfare duties under the direction

of a professional *0rkor. Those duties "ill involve working

witi.in rules ..rid regulations and rill not involve the independent

application of tho social vork raet.-cd nor the knowledge, atti

tudes a?id skills of the profession. The non-professional worker

should not be required to ^],c policy decisions or decisions

regarding clients bc.sed upon the need to understand the meaning

of behaviour or the structure and function of society.

(c) The Volunteer

... i-orker vsLo is not t-; id by the agency but vho vorks full

or part-tih,c tjivino services for vhioh he has aptitude and'skill,

■■■ ' ■ to a social -elfare organization, he r.ay be a professionally

trained social ovhor or oven a member of another profession but

will work under tho direction of a professional social worker and

will bo exercising skills other than t,.e professional skills of

a social worker.

Five Foiiit Sc^le of bocial V7ork Iractioe

Usin6 these definitions as a starting point it is possible to

conceive a ?ive hoint Scale of Social rork Practice, each one distinguished

by certain expectations of performance and the exercise of certain skills.

From these it should be possible to develop a training Plan, including a

curriculum vhieh uould make it possible for the social worker, at whatever
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level he might be, to fulfil the expectations of performance held for

him .by the agency administration.

146. On the -scale, there irould be tKo categories of non-professional

worker, - the untrained Volunteer and the full-time, paid, Hon-profes-

sional Social Worker, the Senior Practitioner, and the advanced Level and

the .junior social wiker, Each of these five levels ■■ ill be examined to

determine the expectations of practice level at completion of a period

of full-time training and suggestions made as to the nature and content

of the training for each levels

Hon-Profesbional Workers

iw The Volunteer

(i) Expectations of performance. The volunteer will in all

probability be able to give on^" part-time services - i-rill

provide to social welfare programmes knowledge and practice

in special skills and crafts of benefit to clients and

T^roprcniniess vill often provide services such as boot-

keeping, secretarial services, cooking hot lunches,

taking minutes, acting as aides in clinics; can provide

encouragement and motivation to clients to participate iii

social welfare and educational activities at social centres?

can assist in running clubs and other group activities5

many of the non-social work duties now carried by the

fpoly-valent' worker can be done well and perhaps better

by selected and trained volunteers,

(ii) Training. It is assumed that the volunteer brings certain

non-social ^ork skills ith him. It should not be necessary

to train him in these. He should, however, be given an

introduction to the service so that he understands its

functions and policies. He should be made aware of rules

and regulations and of the administrative organization of

the service. If the service is seen as part of a developing
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national policy.of social welfare he should be made aware

of that policy and the part he can play in its development.

The volunteer should "be assigned to a professional worker,

to T-'hom he can go for information and advice s and he should

be encouraged to discuss his work in*"the agency ^n& his

progress with it from "time to1time. The training might- ■'

consist of a brief series of talks spaced a week or two -

apart upon the above material. If it is necessary to

recruit large numbers of volunteers without specific skills,

arrangements for t^e training in needed skills should be

made outside the service. It has been said_that "mass

training for volunteers should be given more attention than

it has received hitherto"—; If this is undertakens it

is important that the social"welfare services -themselves

are not overwhelmed by the demands for this training so

that services to clients suffer. Such mass training will

require special facilities.

Bo Full-time paid i on-Professional T.brker

(i) Expectations of performance. This category works within

rules and regulations of service.; carries out investigations

■ ' of need for services> takes responsibility for establishing

'a client's eligibility for services if .such is. required and

sees that needed services (if in existence) are made available

to clients and clients knov how to; make contact ■ ith these

services, keeps simple statisticss keeps clear and accurate

records of activities; looks after mechanics of group

activities, especially those involving facilities and ex

penditure controlled by the service $ understands c.nd can

perform simple office procedures^ undestands procedures of

business meetings and can conduct a simple group meeting?

has to be aware of singificant socio-cultural factors

1/ Fusic. Ibid., para. 204(c).
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operating in areas of work (including the power

structure).

(ii) Training (Pre-bervice). This type of worker will require

some pre-service trainings chiefly of an information-

giving type. There should be a ] olicy I-c,nuul available

for_ study and opportunity to question and discuss with

training personnel points not understood. Courses in

simple arithmetic and'in reading and writing the official

language may be necessary. Lectures in agency structure

and function., in elementary civicss as well as business

procedures will be required. There appears- to be? in some

settings, a need for full-time and therefoie paid workers

who carry out many of the tasks herein described as being

the role of the volunteer. These workers are sometimes

referred to as welfare assistants or they m^y perform many

functions -rich are conducive to the welfare of citizens of

all ages5 none of which are the functions of social work

per se. They teach in kindergartens or adult education

classes., they weigh babies in clinics and teach mothers to

sew and prepare nutritious me^ls for their families. The

work they o.o y especially in the field of child welfare in

countries --here there are insufficient primary teachers or

public health nurses > is of great importance, a-^d deserves

a form of training of its own, contributed to by the fields

of medicine, nursinc. 9 education "and social Trork. This

training is not,the responsibility of uny one of these

professions j but could bery -.ell be the responsibility of

whatever ministry is chiefly concerned with child welfare.

It should be carried out at local level. Social work would

have a significant contribution to make to such a training

programme with its knowledge of the social needs of the

growing child and of the importance of family relationships

to healthy development. It would be unwise for schools of
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social work to undertake to provide any more than a

contribution towards such training9 as here again the

function of tramint the professional worker can be

obliterated by the demands of non-social work activity.

*:hile such a training programme would be of an in-service

nature, for obvious reasons it is not here included in a

plc.n for training social workers.

(iii) In-bervice Training. Then employment begins, there

should be a regular series of courses designed for the

non-professionul worker in order to develop his knowledge

and skills along the above lines and dt a later stage

introduce him gradually to certain professional content -

especially the philosophy, values and ethics of social

work practice. These would be of short duration and

spaced at appropriate intervals and conducted during the

period of employment. (in-service training). Those of

a procedural nature are best taught by training personnel

of the service concerned. Those concerning the philosophy

and ethics of social work might W'taught by personnel

from a school of social work? but the instructor should

always be a professional social worker in good standing

with recognized competence.

Professional Social Workers

A. Junior Workers

(i) Expectations of performance at end of training-. Under the

guidance of a senior worker3 this category of worker can

demonstrate a beginning competence in the social work method-,

ability to assess total socirl needs of individuals, groups

and communitiesj beginning ability to formulate plans with

clients to meet needs -,ithin policy framework of service5 work

with individuals and their families and with small groups,

encouraging client planning and self-help, making a wide
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variety of resources available to assist where neededf

beginning ability to enlist groups in particij)&ting in

national pl^ns for social development;, beginning ability to

handle a client's opposition to features of social change^

ability to x^epare simple social studier of areas to which

he is assigned, including the exploration of need for social

services in the area, ability to carry out simple administrative

procedures of services and ability to hold constructive

attitudes to people and their social problems.

(ii) Training. Courses for this work should be given in a school

of social '"orkj or a social uork institute o It is preferable

that the educational institution be independent of government

departments in their o eration but consultation between the

institution and social welfare or community development

departments should be frequent and of. mutual benefit. Courses

offered should consist of;:

(&) oocial Kork i etliod. The t.pproc.ch to this should be

generic? i.e. based upon broad principles of working with

people and utilizing steps of assessment? planning,

implementation, evaluation of services„ At this stage,

concentration should not be placed upon social casework

with individuals. Students should learn what is common

to i-rorking with individuals, groups and communities and

understand the importance of motivating ideas of self-

help and attitudes of self-esteem and a sense of

achievement.

(b) Introduction to the Biological, Psychological and Social

Development of han, with stress upon the interaction

between man and his social environment^ especially of the

family group. It is important that, in planning such a

course, there be a high degree of selection of content from
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the social sciences, choosing those which will be

directly applicable in practice and most readily

assimilated by the students at this stage-7.

(c) PViinaopV and Ethics of aocial Work Practice

(i) History of development of professional social

work with special reference to African countries.

(ii) Values of social v-ork practice. Helation of

these to present-day material and community

values.

(iii) The place of social work in national development.

(iv) Ethics of social work practice. Common ethical

problems of social uorkers.

(a) Introduction to social welfare legislation. Its

significance in national development. Concentration

should be put upon general principles of social security

and legislation designed to improve living conditions and

ensure the protection of Li.ndicapi.ed groups, especially

children. Recognition of community needs in this regard.

(e) TWiMiii* Field Work. Should be utilized for the deve

lopment of practice skills and the integration of theory

^na practice-;" . sufficient ■ sP..n of- tame should be allowed

for some integration to -occur-a:;d practice skills to

develop. It is important that throughout the entire course

attention be p.id to the development of attitudes Vhich

assist people in their social devclo.ment .

a

in Faris, July I960, MlbCO, Pans
Educational
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(iii) This course could occupy approximately one- calendar- year

and lead to an cj'ard of a Junior profession-,.! Forker

Certificate „ Such a .ro^r^mme of studios should £ive the

"be^innin^ worker the ability to start thinking and working

■*' as a ;rofessiun.l. It ■culd "be highly desirable for him to

hL-ve about two /ears of working experience in a broc.d

generalized, service such as a community development project

or a generalized Social Centre. During f_is time a properly

planned sequence of brief in-service courses should be

planned to provide more detailed ...nd specialized knowledge

and skills thu.n is possible in an introductory professional

.. . training course.-. The content of these courses should be

related to ..hat has already been learned.

Bo Senior Social Fork r'ractitionors

After a suitable period of employment in social T.rork service, those

who show promise of bsin^ ..Die to wor at a more advanced level should be

enabled to spend mother period of tii..c in a professional training ins

titution,, Prerequisites for admission to thio senior worker's course

should be" satisfactory completion of junior worker's course^ satisfactory

performance of social work practice, person .1- qualities of leadership

potential and commitment to social work principles and ethics.

(i) Expectations of -rac+ico ^t end of course - General skill in

working with people in a variety of settings T itfc special skill

in one of the soci:1 -ojk methodss - casework, groupwork^

community organization. "Jorker should be able to move easily

from work with an individual to his family> to email groups.

Able to plan and organize social services in a given community

and to sustain their operation ana development. To make

recommendations and suggestions for the improvement of local

services. To administer the affairs of a small local office.

To begin the supervision of volunteers, untrained workers

and beginning professional students, understanding the different

requirements of each.
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(ii) Training Courses offered^

C^) J-'iet ods - rurthcr development of the generic approach

to social Tjork. Students should noTi be alloved to select

for more intensive study one of the social i:ork methods.

Specific courses in the social vork content of community

development should "be £,iven to all students, rmphasis

upon the team :pproach in philosophy ^nd ethics should

be u.,dG here - vitli a:i understanding of the duties and

responsibilities of his cvn and other disciplines rorking

in the community,

(b) Broadening and deepening of knowledge of huniun "behaviour

and the development and functioning of social institutions,

Ln understano-in^ of the development of social deviance and

the social significance of physical, and mental illness and

the reaction of social institutions to these conditions.

(c) Office procedure and administration.

(d) Social .hduiiiii stration and :\.tional Policy.

(e) Principles of fi.ld work instruction. Understanding,

requirements of ivor^ers at different levels. Eow to help

workers through ^roup _,nd individual suporvision.

1
(f) Field Vork instruction. Placeinent of suitable tire spai

in a social agency or community development project irhero •

it will be possible to develop knowledge and skills of his

particular interest, e.g. -ork vith youth ^roups, handi

capped persons ? etc. It 1 ould bo valuable for the student

to participate in administrc.tive" activities and have

discussions upon administrative problems Fith persons

authorized to do bo. Supervision of student should be

1/ See Report of i/Uoaka beminar on oocial T."ork Training ? p, 19-
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given by an experienced competent-, professional worker

who has had at least a comparable amount of training.

This course might occupy one calendar year and could

lead to an. award of a .Senior Practitioner's Certificate

or a Senior Professional Worker Certificate. This

period of professional training should be followed "by a

further period of employment and a level of more advanced

practice and supervision. Such a worker should be consi

dered a qualified professional worker for direct services

to clients. The service employing him should, however,

make further in-service training available to him from

time to time in the form of "refresher11 courses or courses

for the further development of special knowledge and

special skills.

C. Advanced Level

(i) Expectations of Practice. It is suggested, in this Five Point

Scale s that there is need for "further training; of social

workers at Advanced Level, rhere the duties would be directed

toward General Administration, iolicy inking,Research and

Teaching. Persons with t^iis level of training would be in a

position to assume upper level administrative posts in

government and teaching posts in professional schools of social

work, or research rorkers in the social welfare field.

(ii) Courses- offeredg

(a) The courses taken at this level would be of an academic

calibre recognized and accepted as being of university

standard. It is suggested that t;.is should be a two

(academic) year programme beyond that of senior practitioner

and that it could, with benefit, be organized into two

"streams"? the Administrative, Policy taking stream and

the Education or Teaching stream. Courses in the Social
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Sciences at university level vould "be required of both

streams, as would courses and practice in Research

Methods and Statistical Research. The Administrative

stream would draw from present courses in Social ■ «

Administration., the Teaching stream.would include

principles of educational theory, studies in curriculum

development and the production of teaching material.

(b) It should be possible to arrange with a university to

which a school of social work was attached, that these

two years of advanced study would be accepted as the

final two years of a decree course.. It is desirable that

admission to this programme ishould be through the successful

attainment of the Senior practitioner level of social work.

This would ensure a close relationship between practice in

the field and the administrative and teaching, levels,.._ It

would also be en aid to recruitment of able and c.mbiticus

young people into social work and would serve to retain

their services at a time when their value to social wel

fare was beginning to be felt.

(c) It has been suggested that at the present time in Africa

priority should be ^,iven to the training of social workers

at this advanced level,. There is no doubt that ti ere is

a great need for persons equipped to take leading positions

in the welfare field. It would be short-sighted to con

centrate training resources so heavily at that enf of the ^

scale3 so that the basic preparation for social work

practice is allowed to suffer. "The training of a group ^

of individuals of academic status and oriented towards

giving- leadership in social work administration and social

policy can yield satisfactory results only if the training

plan includes from the beginning the development of other
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types of personnel with appropriate forms of training

in addition to the creation of a nucleous of leader

ship personnel"—',

147* In many African countries it lias "been customary to send persons

abroad for training who are intended for top administrative or teaching

posts in their oi;n countries. It hue "been necessary to do this because

of lack of adequate facilities at home. The very advantages nought "bv

this plan m^y also produce disadvantages. Because social i--ork> "by

definition^ must be rooted in the mores, values ^nd customs of the people

it serves, a treat deal of time will be required by the 'transplanted'

student tefore he can "begin to integrate the content of what he is being

offered in the courses he is taking. There a^y even be a regression in

learning for a tii,1e> when he functions at a lower level th^n he did under

familiar conditions, at home. When integration docs begin to occur he

then frequently loses identification with his own situation at home and

has difficulty rel^tin; his new learning to the experiences he will have

to face in the future.

148. BeCcUse of the inevitable slowing down in the learning process,

sending the student ..broad becomes more costly then the benefits warrant.

It is also very evident to those in foreibn countries, responsible for

the professional education of these students, that often what they take

home with them is a one-sided picture of what has been t^ugLt. The

problem of creating a meeting point oetween what the instructor inte-n&s-

to tecoh and vhat the student learns ^ecouies accentuated in such cases.

It may very well be that the student does not need to learn for use by

his oini country what the foreign instructor thinks he should teach.

149- The obvious answer for African countries to this problem is to

attempt to develop training at the Advanced Level in Africa. This will

require careful planning, including very careful selection of teaching

staff. The problem will not be solved by importing foreign teaching

staff who teach, as the final answer to ai things, what they themselves

have been taught. ... better plan might be to import one or two educators and
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administrators into a region where it is intended to offer courses on'

an advanced Level. These people -ould not themselves teach, tut would

work with Africa educctors, Helping them in the early st^.es of

organization and teaching. The principal thing to tuard against is

repeating the same misktakes made uiid, in some instances, still being-

made, in educational institutions ^.oud. Any foreign personnel brought

into help in this Tray should be given an extensive orientation to the

society and culture within ..hich he vill be working. It uould also

aP].ly to a lesser degree to ^fnc^n advisers from countries where

training programmes are more developed than in others.

150. Because of the lack of trained personnel of the calibre required

and because of the greater per capita costs of training ut t: is level,

it is doubtful whether it should be attempted by individual countries.

Both administrative and educational .dvant^ss can be secured by bringing,

students froi- neighbouring countries together for training at this level.

151. Periods of observation abroad for fully .u,lificd persons charged

with developing or ^inistcring epecii 1 ta pes of service in their own

countries can be of value. These persons should not be enrolled as

students in an educational institution, but mibht have sponsorship from

the foreign governments :,Lich could ni^ke their visits fruitful in many-

ways .

152. It is recommended that the discussion on this section of the paper

should be related to the recommendations of the T.C,. Consultant Team which

studied selected schools of social uork in i.frica, in 1964.

#*■-


